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Executive summary
Background
HSE undertook a fundamental review of its approach to explosives licensing
under the Explosives Regulations 2014. The outcomes of this review were
published in 2017 on HSE’s Explosives Community. That report included 30
recommendations that were intended to be delivered by:
 resetting HSE’s relationship with the explosives sector
 modernising HSE’s processes and procedures
 maintaining HSE’s role.

Most of the recommendations related in whole or in part, to the process of
granting a licence. Recommendation 13 stated that “HSE should produce a
revised set of procedures that cover the application for and grant of explosives
licences. These revised procedures should take account of the review’s findings
regarding SPC/Permissioning/34, the Guide to Applicants and the administrative
processes associated with the licensing regime.”
This handbook provides revised procedures that have been compiled based
on user experience of the revised approaches to licensing that HSE has been
following since the review reported. They are focussed on the technical matters
necessary to ensure the production of a lawful, flexible and justified licence.
Detailed administrative procedures will be found elsewhere.
Compliance with the instructions and advice contained within this handbook will
result in licences that deliver in whole or in part recommendations 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,
10, 13, 14, 16, 22, 23 and 24 of the review.
While the approaches and procedures contained within this document
are principally aimed at HSE staff they can serve as effective guidance to
applicants for a new or varied licence when considered alongside information
contained on HSE’s website and on relevant application forms.
Views expressed by HSE staff as well as applicants, licensees and sector
representatives have been considered during the drafting of this document.
HSE’s staff will be expected use this document from 1 April 2020 when they are
working on relevant licence applications and variations.
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HSE also expects due account to be taken of this handbook when it is
processing license applications on behalf of other licensing authorities and
when HSE staff are providing advice on approaches to licensing.
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Introduction
Scope
1.

Part 1 of the licensing handbook provides guidance and instruction to Health
and Safety Executive (HSE) staff on the key tasks and technical matters that
they would be expected to consider when processing applications for new and
varied licences that are to be granted under the Explosives Regulations 2014.
It is predominantly aimed at those licences HSE grants that are subject to the
provisions of regulation 13 (6) of ER2014

2.

Part 1 of the handbook does not contain guidance that is directly relevant to:
 the ‘fixed rule’ licences that HSE grants1
 on-site mixing licences
 the other permissions granted by HSE under ER2014 or other relevant

legislation
 licences granted or varied under the provisions of the Dangerous Goods in
Harbour Areas 2016 (DGHAR)2
But the contents of part 1 can be helpful in informing decisions regarding such.

What is explosives licensing?
3.

Explosives licensing is a regulatory permissioning mechanism to ensure that
tolerable levels of risk on and near explosives sites in Great Britain are set. The
approach is mirrored in Northern Ireland’s explosives framework. The use of a
licensing approach in the UK is longstanding and the licensing of explosives
storage and manufacture is also widely implemented around the world.

4.

Licensing is used as a mechanism for exercising control so that:
 only ‘fit and proper persons’ manufacture and store explosives in quantities

likely to result in significant explosives risks to others
 only suitable sites (and buildings or other places) are used for the

manufacture and storage of explosives in quantities likely to result in
significant explosives risk on and off-site

1
2

The content of these licences is prescribed under regulation 13 (5) of ER2014 and separation distance
requirements are prescribed under regulation 27 (1) and schedule 5 of those Regulations.
Appendix 11 provides Guidance on the application of ER2014 licensing to ports and harbours subject to
regulation 14 (2) (d) of DGHAR.
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 the effects of any explosion are, in terms of public acceptability, reduced to

a tolerable level by:






taking account of the fundamental properties of explosives as unstable
and energetic substances and the consequences of an event involving
them
recognising that it is often difficult or impossible to recover control during
an explosives incident
providing a robust framework for land use planning (LUP) and providing
public assurance that off-site risks are suitably managed

5.

‘Fixed rule’ licences are granted for the storage of up to 2000kg of explosives.
‘Fixed rule’ licenses are predominantly granted by local authorities and the
police although HSE grants fixed rules licences in harbours, at mines and in
some other places. Fixed rule licences allow no discretion in how the separation
distances requirements appearing in schedule 5 of ER2014 are applied.

6.

On-site mixing licences are granted when non-explosive substances are to be
mixed at a place to form an explosive for immediate use at that place. Certain
on-site mixing activities undertaken at a mine or a quarry are exempt from
the requirement for a licence. Predominantly licences are granted for blasting
associated with infrastructure projects but there are other circumstances, such
as film special effects, where such a licence might be necessary. Guidance
relating to this sub-set of licences is being drafted separately.

Approach
7.

The review of licensing identified that a common approach could be taken to all
licences granted under the provisions of regulation 13 (6) of ER2014. Figure 1
details those steps and identifies how they interact. The body of this handbook
principally covers inspector actions necessary to deliver elements of the
licensing steps:








8.

application assessment
suitable person
suitable site
draft licence generation
draft licence agreement
assent
grant of licence

It also provides operational guidance on how particular licensing matters
such as the drafting of conditions, application of discretion and generation
of a justification can be undertaken. There may be circumstances where the
guidance contained in this handbook is not relevant to the licensing scenario.
Where this is the case Inspectors and other staff working on applications or
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draft licences are expected to agree any alternative approach in advance with
the allocated peer reviewer. The views of HM Chief Inspector of Explosives
(HMCIE), the head of the inspectorate’s operational policy team and any
appointed topic lead should also be considered as appropriate.
9.

HSE’s expectation is that every deviation from the:
 standard conditions to a licence
 separation distances appearing in schedule 5 of ER2014

will have been justified. This should be done either by providing a technical
argument, reference to an HSE policy or reference to other relevant good
practice guidance. It is NOT the role of HSE’s staff to generate those
justifications, however the nature of the licensing process is such that they may
need to guide applicants through the process and summarise their arguments.
Figure 1 – Steps for HSE to grant a licence
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Application

Application
assessment
No
Draft licence
generation
Suitable
person/site

Yes

Draft licence
agreement
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Refused
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Grant of licence

Application
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ER2014 licensing process
overview
Background
10.

This section provides an overview of the steps and checks necessary to draft,
assess and agree a licence under ER2014.

11.

It also directs HSE staff to more detailed guidance where appropriate and
includes improvements to internal processes that were identified as part of the
review of licensing.

12.

All HSE personnel working on HSE’s explosives licensing process should be
familiar with the ‘Statement of Purpose’ of HSE’s explosives licensing regime
which is reproduced as Appendix 1 of this handbook.

13.

Compliance with the instructions and advice contained within this handbook will
result in licences that deliver in whole or in part recommendations 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,
10, 13, 14, 16, 22, 23 and 24 of the document, ‘A Fundamental Review of HSE’s
Approach to Explosives Licensing’ published in June 2017.

14.

Following the guidance and instructions contained in this document will result
in licences and variations granted by HSE being supported by a documented
justification that supports the separation distances required to be maintained by
the Building Schedule.

15.

Remember – every condition or requirement you put on a licence or a variation
is a restriction on that businesses future flexibility and they will have to apply for
a variation if they want to change. So constantly ask yourself “Why am I doing
this and what will it achieve? Is it really necessary?”

General Data Quality & Use of Templates
16.

All documents relating to an application for a new licence or a variation to a
licence should be held in a shared space. Currently this will comprise either
the relevant COIN SVC, CM9 folder or, for hard copy documents, the relevant
licensing file (i.e. XI/4X11/YYY/ZZ).
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17.

Documents should not be saved to personal drives. Saving of documents to
personal drives results in:
 Inability to effectively progress licences in an inspector’s absence
 Failure to apply any corrections to the latest drafts of schedules
 Loss of future traceability of the justification supporting the draft or granted

licence or variation.
18.

Conditions, Explosives Schedules and Building Schedules must be drafted on
a new set of template documents taken from the master set on CM9 or the
unit’s sharepoint site to ensure that the latest version is used. This is mandatory
because templates may have changed since you last used them and failure to
use current templates might result in good practice not being followed. Where
it is necessary to develop a bespoke schedule format you should discuss and
agree this in advance with the relevant Band 2 (B2) peer reviewer.

Requirement for a note setting out rationale and approach
19.

All proposed licences and variations passed to peer reviewers or for signing
by the designated authority should be accompanied by a note setting out the
rationale and approach taken to the licence. The note should clearly identify:
 when standard quantity-distances (QDs - i.e. Schedule 5 of ER2014),

have been applied to protected places – a record should be presented
demonstrating how this has been achieved for each explosive building or
place (see Appendix 2)
 when non-standard QDs (i.e. DSA03 OME part 2 or another recognised

model) have been applied or when other means of providing equivalent
levels of safety (such as taking buildings out of use or structural
justifications) have been followed - the level of detail for such cases will be
greater (see Appendix 2)
 for a new licence, how long the initial licence should be granted for and the

reasons for granting the licence for that period (see Appendix 3)
 where, in the opinion of the inspector leading on the application or the

peer reviewer, deviations from the policies and approaches detailed in this
document are necessary and/or appropriate to deliver its intent.
20.

The note should be proportionate to the degree of complexity and variance
from the standard QD approach. In each instance evidence should be provided
or referred to which identifies the nearest protected place of each class and:
 any potential protected places that have been discounted
 how those places have been identified
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 what the actual distance is versus the expected distance and whether it

complies with the separation distance models used
 why any provisos have been added

21.

Non-standard conditions should be positively identified to both the peer
reviewer and to the person who will be signing the licence header. See
Appendix 2 for details and the tools and documents that can be used to
support the note.

Purpose of Signing and Initialling Conditions, Schedules and Plans
22.

The proposed licence or variation should be initialled and any plans signed
and referenced. The process of initialling and signing is taken to mean that the
inspector has carefully read the licence or variation as printed or otherwise
provided to the reviewer and person who will be signing the licence header is
content with the submitted draft licence and the licence is ready for review.
Initialling can be done in hard copy or using an ‘electronic’ signature pasted
onto the relevant documents.

Application Assessment
23.

Figure 2 identifies the steps, decisions and reviews necessary for the initial
assessment of a new or varying licence application. It also identifies when
HSE will close an application should the applicant fail to provide sufficient
information for the application to be progressed.
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Figure 2 – Application assessment process step
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Purpose of the application assessment
24.

The purpose of the application assessment is to identify whether the application
contains sufficient information and detail to be progressed and an indicative
timeframe for its completion to be identified. Alternatively it may be decided that
further information will be required before the application can be progressed.

Making a decision on whether or not the application is suitable and sufficient
25.

This decision will be made by the relevant B2.

26.

The B2 should, in making their decision, review all the information comprising or
supporting the application. This should include the relevant parts of any existing
site licence.

27.

In making their decision they will undertake a detailed consideration of the:
 application form
 separation distance argument the applicant is intending to use

28.

They will also consider whether the facilities they would expect to see for the
business or activity described in the application have taken into account and
whether they already exist on the site or have been applied for. For example,
any facility used for large scale storage would be expected to have associated:
 processing facilities for:

managing damaged packaging or stock
inspecting, sentencing and segregating returns
facilities where administrative tasks can take place
disposal facilities
welfare facilities
storage facilities for packaging materials.








29.

Appendix 4 describes the type of activities that would normally be expected to
take place within a store. This can assist decision makers in deciding whether
the site has suitable facilities for the activities being proposed.

30.

If the B2 is satisfied that the application is sufficiently complete to be passed
to the Band 3 (B3) they will include an appropriate note on COIN. This should
identify any features of the application that they believe are salient (including
additional information required to complete the application) as well as:
 matters to be explored regarding the site’s suitability
 matters to be explored regarding the person’s fitness
 anything which should be addressed as the application is progressed.

The B2 should take the above into account when setting an expected date by
which the licence or variation should be granted. They should also consider
other factors such as individual workloads and competencies, the urgency of
the licence or variation need for the applicant and overall demands on HSE
and the unit.
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31.

The B2 should, based on their assessment of the application, the activity, the
applicant and the surrounding environment, also state whether they believe a
site visit is necessary, unnecessary or at the discretion of the B3.

32.

If the B2 is not satisfied that the application is sufficiently complete to be
passed to the B3 they should ask the applicant to provide the necessary
information to improve the application so it can be allocated.

33.

The information necessary to progress an outline application will be less than
that required for a developed application. However, outline applications should
only be progressed where their submission has previously been agreed by a
B2 or HMCIE.

Suitable Person
34.

Figure 3 identifies the tasks, decisions and reviews necessary for an
assessment of the suitability of a person applying for a new or varied licence.
This process step supplements the guidance on HSE’s website relating to
refusals and revocations of authorisations which describes the basis upon
which any decision should be taken.
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Figure 3 - Suitable person process
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35.

There are three interlinked process elements that will need to be considered
when assessing a person’s suitability to be granted a licence. The first two
elements will need to be considered for all licences including variations,
whereas the third will only need to be considered when the licence to be
granted allows the person to manufacture explosives. Those elements are:
 general suitability
 appropriateness of explosives schedule
 capability to comply with the technical commitments the licensee is

assuming

General suitability
36.

General suitability will be assessed by considering:
 the information contained on the application form
 any previous enforcement action taken by HSE on:

the person applying for the licence or variation
other legal entities associated with the directors of the applicant
 other employees who are known to be part of the controlling mind of the
applicant
 the responses received from the relevant authorities that HSE has consulted.



37.

The B2 undertaking the review of the application form will highlight any matters
that they believe that the B3 progressing the licence will need to consider in
assessing the applicant’s suitability.

38.

Unless directed otherwise by the B2, the Business Support team or a
Regulatory Compliance Officer (RCO) will undertake appropriate searches on
COIN to identify any enforcement action taken by HSE on:





39.

the applicant
the directors of the applicant
companies associated with the directors of the applicant
employees who are identified as being part of the controlling mind of the
applicant.

The B3 will consider the information contained in the application form along
with the results of these searches and any information provided by the relevant
authorities in coming to a view on the general suitability of the applicant. In
undertaking these considerations, they will decide on:
 the seriousness of any breaches
 the strength of any evidence
 any evidence that the person has been rehabilitated

40.

Any considerations should be recorded in a clear and transparent manner
and placed on CM9 with a referencing note on COIN to ensure that data is
appropriately secure. Notes should be structured in such a way that they align
with the guidance on HSE’s website relating to the refusal of a licence. Where

15
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a B3 is of the opinion that the available evidence indicates that the applicant is
generally unsuitable they should inform the B2 peer reviewer and discuss for
that finding with HMCIE. The final decision on whether a person is generally
unsuitable will be made by HMCIE (see SPC/ADMIN/82).
41.

Where no information is available that the applicant is unsuitable there will be
an assumption that for the purposes of regulation 20 of ER2014 the applicant is
generally suitable.

Appropriateness of the Explosives Schedule
42.

The appropriateness of the explosives schedule should be considered in the
context of the following questions:
 Are any of the explosives appearing on the proposed Explosives Schedule,

relevant explosives?
 Has the applicant provided a copy of a valid explosives certificate3

identifying that they have the appropriate permission to acquire only or
acquire and keep those relevant explosives?
 Can the applicant provide a copy of a valid explosives certificate identifying

that they have the appropriate permission to acquire only or acquire and
keep those relevant explosives?
 If the applicant does not have a valid explosives certificate to cover the

relevant explosives appearing on the proposed Explosives Schedule would
the relevant police force refuse to grant such a certificate?
43.

If the police provide an opinion in writing that they would refuse an application
to issue an explosives certificate for some or all of the explosives listed then
the applicant should be invited to discuss that matter directly with the relevant
police force. A revised draft Explosives Schedule should be prepared to take
account of that likely refusal.

44.

Where the police provide an opinion in writing that they would grant an
application for an explosives certificate for the explosives listed on the draft
explosives schedule then the licence should be progressed. If a copy of
any new explosives certificate is not provided while the application is being
progressed, the letter sent with the granted licence or variation should include
a request for the certificate covering the all of the relevant explosives appearing
on the Explosives Schedule to be provided to HSE within 28 days.

45.

There is a presumption that all explosives schedules (other than those solely
relating to the manufacture and/or storage of ANBI) will include the storage of
pyrotechnic articles whose acquisition does not require an explosives certificate.

3

Where schedule 2 of ER2014 allows for an alternative permission to exempt an explosive from the
requirement for an explosives certificate then these questions should be considered in that context.
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Capability to comply with the technical commitments the licensee is assuming
46.

Unless directed otherwise by the B2, where an application for a new licence
or varied licence includes the manufacture of explosives, appropriate checks
should be made to ensure that the applicant has or can develop the capability
to comply with the technical commitments the licensee is assuming.

47.

These appropriate checks should be proportionate to the nature of the activity,
the quantity of the explosives and the hazards and risks that they are likely to
present. How the checks have been undertaken and what the outcome of those
checks are should be recorded on CM9 and referenced on COIN. Generally,
the checks will involve an exchange with the applicant during which they
will identify:
 why they believe that they are competent to undertake the manufacturing

activity
 what management arrangements they will have in place to ensure that the

manufacturing activity is undertaken safely; and
 what other procedural or engineering controls they would expect to

implement to ensure that the activity is undertaken safely and the
methodologies they had used to identify them.
48.

The checks should consider whether the applicant has been able to
demonstrate the competencies and management arrangements that would be
expected to be in place for the manufacturing activity. These checks may take
account of the results of the information gathered regarding general suitability
and the requirements of other permissioning regimes. For example:
 a licensee who is principally involved in the handling and distribution of retail

fireworks and who wants to extend their operations to the processing of
sensitive primary explosives would be expected to provide an extensive and
detailed demonstration of their competence to undertake the new task
 a large multi-national company operating a number of Upper Tier COMAH

sites under a mature safety management system and that is actively involved
in industry bodies that develop and promote standards in the sector would
be expected to meet the requirement unless steps were actively being taken
to revoke a licence
 a small firework display operator looking to establish a new site which

included a fusing facility would be expected to meet the requirement if they
were able to demonstrate that key staff involved in fusing had received
accredited training in that activity

HSE Explosives Licensing Handbook – Part 1
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Suitable Site
49.

Figure 4 identifies the steps, decisions and reviews necessary for an
assessment of the suitability of a site subject to an application for a new or
varied licence. This process step supplements the guidance on HSE’s website
relating to refusals and revocations of authorisations which describes the basis
upon which any decision should be taken.
Figure 4 - Suitable site process
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Initial checks of site suitability
50.

The information contained in the application that is most likely to identify
that the site is in-and-of itself unsuitable will be the plans accompanying the
application. As part of the application process CEMHD5 will be consulted to
determine if there are any other major hazards sites or pipelines in the area that
might influence the suitability of the site but the B3 processing the application
should develop an early understanding by reviewing the plans provided and
using web-based tools such as Google Maps, Google Earth (where available)
and the CZ mapper. They should identify if there are any particular features
(including those listed in HSE’s guidance on refusals and revocations of
authorisations such as high voltage power lines) that would result in the site,
or parts thereof, being unsuitable. Experience indicates that very few sites are
completely unsuitable for all explosives operations however it might be that the
activities for which the site is suitable are limited.

Suitability considerations regarding certain structures used for storage
51.

Combustible buildings (e.g. wooden structures, proprietary cabins and GRP
containers) will not generally be considered suitable for storage. Such buildings
can be considered suitable when they are used for the storage of hazard type 4
(HT4) and low unit risk (sub kilogram) hazard type 3 (HT3) articles provided that
appropriate fire detection and suppression systems are fitted4, and the building
is suitably secure (see paragraph 52). Where HT3 articles are being stored the
dutyholder will normally be expected to provide an appropriate justification
(which may include modelling by a competent person) that demonstrates that
the fire suppression system will be sufficiently effective in preventing the spread
of fire involving the explosives to allow people present to escape. The key
descriptors of the fire detection and suppression system should be included as
a condition on the licence.

52.

Where the explosives being stored are not:
 relevant explosives (as defined in ER2014)
 subject to the security standards expected of firearms legislation

alarming on combustible buildings and other similar less robust structures
should, as a minimum, cover doors and include passive detection of intruders.
53.

Where the facility is to be used in a way that stock or building layout would be
likely to reduce the effectiveness of any passive detection systems the alarming
standards would be expected to meet the requirements of paragraphs 5 to 8
of Appendix 1 to L151 unless alternative effective arrangements are to be put in
place. This expectation should be communicated to the dutyholder in writing as
part of early discussions of their requirements. Because alternative measures to

4

A fire suppression system would not generally be considered necessary where the combustible buildings
walls have at least ½ hour fire resistance and sufficient security measures (such as fences, camera and other
external sensors) are in place to prevent or detect the presence of unauthorised people who are present
within the immediate vicinity of the building.
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alarming can be taken, the requirements for an alarm should not be specified
as a condition in the licence. The covering letter accompanying the licence or
variation should restate the requirement for appropriate security to be in place if
the facility is to remain suitable.
54.

The use of ISO containers as storage buildings is very common and generally
does not, present an issue regarding the suitability of a site or a place within
it. Multiple ISO containers can be located side by side at less than class G
separation distance and the group of containers will normally be treated as a
single store or “building” for setting separation distances unless the conditions
described in Appendix 6 are met. However, butting multiple containers up to
each other is unlikely to allow the requirements of ER2014 regulation 26 (1) (a) to
be met because it will:
 not be possible to routinely inspect the condition of the containers’ exteriors

(see paragraph 148 of L150, paragraphs 132 to 134 of the Wholesale subsector guidance and paras 130 and 131 of the Professional Firework Display
Operators sub-sector guidance)
 potentially be more difficult to recover combustible materials should, for

example, there be a gap beneath the containers
55.

It has also been considered a moot point whether butting containers up to
each other addresses the requirement of ER2014 regulation 26 (1) (b) to prevent
the spread of fire. For new licences, or licences where a new containerbased storage facility is being added, the place should not be considered
suitable unless:
 multiple containers can be laid out with some separation (approx. 1m)

between ISO containers to facilitate maintenance to ensure no corrosion of
walls
 alternative measures have been taken to address these issues and appear

as conditions on the licence such as:






56.

erecting a cover over the containers to reduce the likelihood of weather
induced deterioration
fitting screens or meshes to prevent the accumulation of combustible
materials beneath the containers
lining the containers (or otherwise protecting them) with a fire retardant
thermally insulating material that offers at least 30 minutes fire resistance

When a licence for a site with banks of containers is being varied the potential
for introducing an appropriate gap between containers that have been butted
together should be considered and its reasonable practicability explored.
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57.

One approach to licensing that addresses these matters without introducing
excessive prescription is to licence an area and limit the number of containers
that can be placed in that area. For example, where the containers are 2.4
metres (m) wide (nominal 8 feet (ft)) and are laid out long side to long side in a
single row, a dimension of (2.4n + n-1) metres would be appropriate for up to n
containers.

58.

Where there is an expectation that unpackaged products are to be stored or
where the Explosives Schedule will permit the storage of sensitive explosives,
the person progressing the licence should ensure that facilities with suitable
floors and appropriately lined or coated walls appear in the Building Schedule.

Suitability considerations regarding certain structures used for manufacture
and/or processing of explosives
Necessary Facilities
59.

Where a licence is for manufacture the person progressing the licence should
ensure that the site will have facilities of appropriate construction for handling
all of the explosives that appear in the:



“Explosives that may be manufactured, used in manufacture and stored”
“Explosives that may be used in manufacture and stored”

sections of the Explosives Schedule. For example, where a site intends
undertaking manufacturing operations that involve the use of sensitive primary
explosives, buildings and other facilities that are of an appropriate construction
should appear in the Building Schedule.
Requirement for remote operations
60.

Any requirement for remote operations should be considered as part of the
assessment of the suitability of a site or the places within it.

61.

Paragraph 23 of L150 states that “The nature of some explosive operations is
such that they are generally accepted as presenting such a risk to the people
who might undertake them that they should either not be undertaken or should
be conducted remotely.” Paragraph 161 of L150 goes on to identify that one of
the reasonably practicable engineering controls used to protect people during
the manufacture or processing of explosives might be the use of a control room
remote from the explosives activity.

62.

Paragraphs 92, 120 and 122 to 127 of HSE’s sub-sector guidance Commercial
manufacture and storage of explosive articles and substances expands upon
the guidance contained in L150.

63.

Industry guidance ‘Requirements for remote explosives manufacturing facilities’
lists circumstances where remote operation of particular processes and
activities would be expected.
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64.

Where a site proposes undertaking activities that would be expected to be
remote, the assessment of the suitability of the site and the places within
it should include a consideration of where the remote activities will be
conducted from.

65.

Control rooms and control points5 should be designed and located to ensure
that the risks to the occupants of the control room or people present at the
control point are within acceptable limits and are suitable for the purposes of
maintaining plant control, should it be required in an emergency. Generally, this
will be achieved by a control room or control point being:

22

 located at least the Class H distance from the process; or
 being constructed or otherwise arranged such that an equivalent level of

protection to the relevant Class H separation distance is provided to those
people operating the process.
66.

Control rooms and control points for activities that are expected to be operated
remotely will generally include some form of building or structure or, when
located within a processing building, will be protected by constructional
features of the building. Safe conduct of remote operations can also require
exclusion zones to be delineated by physical structures. These buildings and
structures therefore come within the scope of regulation 13 (6) (a), (b) (i) and b
(ii) and would be expected to appear on relevant plans and, where appropriate
within the Building Schedule.

67.

It may also be necessary to include appropriate provisos on relevant building
schedules to ensure that the relevant separation distance requirements are met.
Examples of the type of provisos that might be appropriate can be found in
Appendix 10.
Approaches to parallel processing

68.

Parallel processing is generally taken to mean more than one processing
step being undertaken at the same time6. These processing steps can either
comprise multiple stations where:
 a single process step is being undertaken concurrently
 several different process steps taking place at the same time

5

6

A control point on the outside wall of a building should not be considered to be a remote control point unless
it can be demonstrated that the control point would be appropriately protected from any event within the
building. One approach that can be taken to such control points to allow them to be considered to be remote
control points would be to introduce an engineered time delay between activating the process and it starting
and incorporating control equipment that would operate the process for a prescribed time. This would
allow the operator to reach and remain at place of appropriate safety when the process was running i.e. the
process would effectively be remote while operating.
Sequential processing occurs when one process step is completed before another one starts.
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Three principle scenarios (and combinations thereof) are likely to be
encountered when:
 assessing the suitability of a site or the places within it for parallel

processing
 deciding whether that suitability is conditional
 determining what conditions under regulation 13 (6) (a), (b) (i) and (ii), if any,

would be appropriate to ensure the continuing suitability of the site or the
places within it
70.

They are described in general terms as the:
 Schedule 5 (Sch. 5) ER2014 Q-D approach to parallel processing
 Unit risk approach to parallel processing
 Parallel processing within the same space

and outline schematics appear below as Diagrams 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
71.

Generally, if a site or the places within it are to be considered suitable, places
where parallel processing is taking place should offer operators and the
explosives being processed an equivalent level of protection to at least that that
expected at the relevant Class H distance.
Diagram 1 - Sch. 5 ER2014 Q-D approach to parallel processing7

G Expense H Process H Process H
Bulk
magazines
store
step 1
step 2

Process
H Expense
steps
store
continue
(separated)

Class G

7

Note that the diagram has been simplified for clarity and that all process steps should be at least the class H
distance from Bulk Magazines or other stores.
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72.

The Sch 5. ER2014 Q-D approach to parallel processing can be considered
the traditional civil explosives sector approach to explosives manufacture and
processing. It is unlikely to present significant challenges to the suitability of
a site or the places within it. It can however require a larger footprint than the
other two commonly encountered approaches. It is likely to provide the greatest
degree of future flexibility to both manufacturing and processing operations
because there is generally no requirement to revisit a technical or structural
justification.

73.

The unit risk approach to parallel processing will generally require a structural
and/or technical justification if it is to be accepted that the relevant expectations
relating to separation distance have been met and the site or place is suitable.
Any significant variation should be supported by a reassessment or revalidation
of the structural and/or technical justification.

74.

The unit risk approach to parallel processing is generally encountered on sites
where space is constrained or where a dutyholder wishes to collocate all of the
steps in a process in a single building for reasons of operational efficiency.

75.

The requirements for revised or revalidated structural and or technical
justifications can significantly reduce the future flexibility of unit risked
processing facilities.

Diagram 2 – Unit risk

8
Diagram 2 – Unit risk approach
to paralleltoprocessing
approach
parallel processing

Class G or class H

Bulk
magazines

Class G
or
class H

Expense
store

Process
step 1

Process
steps
continue
(Separated)

Expense
store

The barriers provide protection equivalent
to a class H distance.

8

Note that the diagram has been simplified for clarity and that all process steps should offer a level of
protection equivalent to at least the class H distances from Bulk Magazines or other stores.
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Parallel processing in the same space tends to be encountered in legacy
facilities that have moved into the HSE licensed sector; in the fusing of fireworks
or assembly of other explosive articles; or in the picking of products for the
despatch of orders.
Diagram 3 - Parallel processing within the same space

Bulk
magazines

77.

Expense
store

Process
steps
continue
(separated)

Expense
store

Process
step 1

Class H

When an application is for:


a new place where parallel processing in the same space is planned



a significant variation to a place that is already licensed

that place should only be considered suitable for the purposes of regulation 20
when it can be demonstrated that:
 people engaged in different process steps or the same steps at a different

place in the space are not likely to be subjected to explosive effects
significantly more than those they would expect to experience at the
process building distance
 the near instantaneous communication of an explosive event between

process steps is unlikely to occur
 appropriate travel distances can be met without people working in the

facility having to pass significant quantities of explosives on their journey to
a place of relative safety
or where the activity is one that has generally accepted as being suitable.

Process
step 2
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78.

Any demonstration of suitability should include:
 a description of the process and specific information relating to the

properties, quantity and hazard type of the explosives present at each
process step
 a consideration of how an explosive event is likely to progress and the

different effects each event is likely to result in at each workstation
 the mitigatory measures that will be in place to protect people and

prevent the communication of an event - including any relevant structural
justification, technical justification, and/or type tests on representative
containers that will be used to store the explosives that are present
 an analysis of travel distances to places of relative safety
 the key conditions that the applicant would expect to apply to ensure that

the place is suitable for the proposed activity
79.

Examples of when parallel processing within the same building would be
considered suitable without the requirement for a detailed demonstration of
suitability include:
 fusing of HT3 and HT4 fireworks where there are no more than two

workstations in the facility and each workstation has a separate exit to a
place of relative safety
 assembly of fireworks selection boxes from bulk stock held in their transport

packaging where each workstation has a separate exit to a place of relative
safety
 picking of products in their transport packaging or retail packaging that have

been classified 1.4S for carriage.
 activities involving finished and intact:




80.

small arms ammunition or cartridges for weapons with inert projectiles
that have been classified for carriage as UN 0012
blank cartridges for weapons, small arms or tools that have been
classified for carriage as UN 0014.

The inspector progressing the licence should review the activity, and where
appropriate, any demonstration provided by the applicant. They should
incorporate relevant key requirements into the licence to ensure continued
suitability of the place by way of the construction, activity/use and separation
distance elements of the building schedule. Reference should be made to any
associated plans, drawings or supporting reports.
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81.

Where the site is or will be an upper tier COMAH site and the building is to
be, can be or has been licensed on the basis of it being a single unit risk,
the additional safeguards provided by the requirements for safety reports,
their review and revision should deliver an equivalent level of safety to the
inclusion of specific conditions in the licence (by way of plans or the inclusion
of provisos on the building schedule). This means that for any significant
future changes a relevant demonstration should either appear as part of a
preconstruction or modification safety report. Additional flexibility can then be
provided to the operator by including additional generic appropriations based
on the application of schedule 5 of ER2014 to the building as a whole provided
that a proviso is added that the licensee continues to operate the site as an
upper tier establishment under the provisions of COMAH 2015. The operator
should be made aware that the flexibility in the licence is dependent on their
producing modification reports or having another mechanism for demonstrating
that the requirements of their safety management system, and in particular for
management of change, are met.

Suitability and means of escape and evacuation
82.

A building or place should not be considered suitable unless the relevant travel
distances, which are summarised in Table 1 of Appendix 4 of L150 are met.
This can mean that some buildings that are suitable for use as a store may
not be suitable for use as a manufacturing facility. Confirmation of appropriate
travel distances should be undertaken as part of a site visit where appropriate
plans have not been provided. Where the information available as part of the
application is not clear as to whether travel distances are likely to be met
the applicant should be asked to undertake and provide an analysis of travel
distances.

83.

Where a building has been identified as unsuitable, but the applicant
undertakes to provide additional escape routes such that travel distances
can be met, delivery of this undertaking should be confirmed prior to the
grant of the licence or the applicant should be told in the letter accompanying
the licence or varied licence that the place will only continue to be suitable
providing that the required changes are made. Inspector’s will be expected to
use their discretion in recommending to the peer reviewer and HMCIE which
approach should be taken. This use of discretion should be supported by an
understanding of the dutyholders history of general compliance. Where HSE
does not hold a history, the expectation is that the changes will have been
made before the licence is granted.
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Suitability and mounds
84.

ER2014 includes separation distances for hazard type 1 (HT1) and hazard type
2 (HT2) for structures that are both mounded9 and unmounded. It also includes
at regulation 26 (1) (b) and (c) requirements to take appropriate measures to:
 limit the extent of fire or explosion including measures to prevent the

spreading of fires and the communication of explosions from one location to
another
 protect people from the effects of fire or explosion.

85.

Measures such as mounds, traverses, barriers and other types of structural
mitigation would, in addition to separation distances, be appropriate measures
if those requirements were to be met e.g. in protecting:
 explosives being transported around a site
 people in and around the site who are not present at or within a protected

place as defined
 people who are in a structure that offers less protection to that envisaged in

the assumptions underlying the separation distance tables10

from low angle fragments and debris11.
86.

These matters become more relevant at sites other than fixed rules sites
because the number of buildings and places where explosives may be
present as well as the quantities of explosives being transported, handled,
manufactured and stored significantly increases. As protective works these
mounds, traverses, barriers and other types of structural mitigation would
be expected to appear as part of the licence in accordance with regulation
13 (6) (b) (ii).

87.

The presence of mounds, traverses, barriers and other types of structural
mitigation can also significantly increase the flexibility and viability of a site by
reducing its footprint and that of its safeguarding envelope.

9

Where a donor building or place is unmounded but the receptor building or place is mounded, mounded
distances should still be applied but wider suitability with respect to risks from primary and secondary
fragments will still need to be considered.
10 Paragraphs 32 to 33 of Advisory Committee on Dangerous Substances (ACDS) Report, ‘CONTROLLING
RISKS AROUND EXPLOSIVES STORES:Review of the requirements on separation distances’, published in
2002 provide a rationale for the application of a protection factor which takes account of the assumption
that building occupants at Class D distances will only be at risk from those pieces of debris which strike
an area of glazing. Taking account of typical debris descent angles and dimensions for modern housing a
value of 1/12 was derived. The nature of both modern and historical office blocks, public buildings and some
workplaces is such that they are likely to present a much larger area of glazing than housing.
11 Low angle fragments and debris are generally considered to present a higher risk than high angle or lobbed
fragments because they sweep a volume that is more likely to be occupied by people, vehicles, windows and
the less robust structural elements of buildings.
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88.

At a new site, or where a new building, place or other facility is to be added
to an existing site, the expectation is that places licensed for the presence of
HT1 or HT2 will be mounded or protection will otherwise be provided from low
angle fragments to all faces. This is because it will generally be reasonably
practicable to design and build mounds or other mitigatory structures as part
of the construction process for the building or place. Where the applicant
produces an argument to demonstrate that mounds or other mitigatory
structures would not be reasonably practicable, that argument would be
expected to identify what alternative arrangements would be in place to protect
people and protect explosives being transported from fragment and debris
effects. This could include, for example partial mounds where the applicant is
able to demonstrate that any debris would be projected into an area where the
applicant has complete control of access.

89.

At an existing site where the permitted hazard types of explosives for
an existing place is being varied to include HT1 or HT2 the reasonable
practicability of building mounds etc. will need to be considered in determining
the suitability of the site or the places within it. The inspector making the
judgment on the suitability of the site should explore the following matters with
the applicant and agree with the B2 peer reviewer whether this means that
individual places can be considered suitable:
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 Would it be reasonably practicable to mound all faces of the facility - if

not why?
 Would it be reasonably practicable to partially mound the donor place to

provide line of site protection to particular protected places - if not why?
 Would it be reasonably practicable to mound receptor places to provide

them with protection from the donor from low angle fragments and debris if not why?
 Can buildings and other structures between the donor and the receptor that

could act as a barrier be taken out of use?
 What places where people might be present, but which are not protected

places, would be present within any residual debris field?12

 What on-site traffic routes, if any, would be present within any residual

debris field?
 Can control of access to all or part of the area of the residual debris field

be exercised by the applicant as a mechanism for protecting people and
preventing an explosion communicating to explosives being transported?

12 In the absence of detailed data the likely extent of the residual debris field should be taken to extend to the
area that would not be protected by mounds or other mitigation capable of intercepting low angle fragments
and debris out to a distance of twice the class E distance (i.e. the public consultation zone) for that facility.
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 What is the usage of the places within the residual debris field where people

might be present, but which are not protected places13?

 Can the applicant operate management systems that will mitigate any

effects or provide an equivalent level of protection to people and explosives
to that provided by mounds and barriers?
They should also consider and whether relevant provisos need to be included
on the building schedule.

13 The presence of places with a level of regular occupancy (including school playing fields, outdoor tourist
attractions or on-site car parks within a relevant class distance, protected places of class A used by less than
20 people per day within the class A distance, or land used for activities requiring the regular presence of
several people (e.g. market gardening)) within a relevant class distance, would suggest that the place might
not be suitable without mounds. Where the residual debris field extends to an area where people would
not be expected to be routinely present throughout the day e.g. moorland, arable land or pasture then for a
legacy facility that place would be suitable without mounds because it would generally be considered to not
be reasonably practicable to construct them.
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Draft licence generation
Figure 5 - Steps, decision and reviews necessary for draft licence generation
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90.

B3 inspectors involved in the generation of the draft licence should take
appropriate and proportionate steps to understand the applicant’s business,
both on the site subject to the application and more widely. This is fundamental
to the effective and efficient drafting of a licence.

91.

Inspectors should ensure that during the drafting and assessment of a licence
that that they hold an appropriate and proportionate discussion with the
applicant that covers:
 the potential explosives capacity of a place
 the different models that can be used to determine that capacity
 the decisions they should consider in determining what quantity or hazard

type of explosives would be appropriate for their immediate and expected
future purposes
 the explosives activities they should be expecting to undertake
 the sources of information and advice available to them within the sector

that they can use in making those decisions and in making their own
assessment of the suitability of a site and the buildings or places within it
and make an appropriate record of that discussion.
92.

As part of those discussions Inspectors should identify with the applicant
whether they might have a requirement for any buildings that are to be
used for processing explosives or for their manufacture to also be used for
storage. If the applicant does want to use a process building for storage
they should, notwithstanding paragraphs 49 - 53 above, be referred to the
requirements of regulation 30 of ER2014 and advised to ensure that they have
made an appropriate assessment of what security standards will need to be
applied. Storage can then be included in the licence as an additional and
alternative activity.

93.

Where it becomes apparent that the facilities that the inspector would expect
to be present on site for the safe, secure and efficient operation of the business
(e.g. packing sheds, splitting sheds, inspection facilities, facilities for returns,
and sensitiveness testing laboratories or equipment where substances are
to be manufactured) are not or will not be present, they should provide the
applicant with relevant advice on the expectation that those facilities should be
available. A failure by the applicant to act on that advice should be considered
in the context of the continued suitability of the site. Where those facilities
are established off-site, the B3 should consider which, if any, other enforcing
authorities should be informed.

94.

Where the application indicates that the applicant does not have a clear
understanding of the application of separation distances to sites licensed by
HSE, inspectors should direct them towards the guidance at paragraphs 183
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to 189 of L150 and in any relevant subsector guidance as well as and towards
the relevant parts of HSE’s website and discuss with the applicant or their
representative:
 the potential explosives capacity of the place against the applicant’s

requirements
 The different models that the applicant could use, either because their

requirements cannot be met by a straightforward application of Sch. 5 of
ER2014 or because the construction of the building would allow a different
recognised model to be used (e.g. MOD standards) when compliance with
that model can be demonstrated.
95.

The inspector should also direct the applicant towards additional relevant
supporting guidance (such as the CBI-EIG guidance on remote manufacture,
occupied buildings or the management of waste explosives) where it does not
appear to have been considered as part of the application.

96.

Where it is apparent that the applicant may not possess sufficient competence
to either produce or consider a draft licence or complete a detailed application
they should be directed to industry sources of advice and support i.e. The
British Fireworks Association, The British Pyrotechnists Association, The
Confederation of British Industry’s Explosives Industry Group and the Institute
of Explosives Engineers as appropriate.
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Draft Licence Agreement
Figure 6 - Steps, decision and reviews necessary for draft licence agreement
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97.

The purpose of the draft licence agreement step is to ensure that HSE grants
licences that are lawful and appropriate to the activities being undertaken.
It also ensures a sufficient level of both flexibility and constraint to allow for
reasonably foreseeable on-site and off-site development.

98.

After confirming that the applicant is generally satisfied with the draft the B3
should provide a draft copy of the licence with an explanatory memo to the
peer reviewing B2. In addition to the justification of the approach taken and
the draft licence the B3 should identify why the licence does or does not
require assent.

99.

The identification of the application of the assent requirements should
include for:
 new licences an analysis of the application of the requirements of regulation

13 (3) and 13 (4) of ER2014
 varied licences an analysis of the application of the requirements of

regulation 16 (4) (a), (b) and (c) of ER2014
100. Further information on points to consider in deciding whether a licence or
variation does or does not require assent can be found in Appendix 7.
101.

The B2 peer reviewer will conduct a critical review of the explanatory memo,
separation distance analysis, draft licence or variation and proposed period that
any new licence should be granted for.

102. If they are satisfied:
 that the draft licence or variation and supporting documents are of a

suitable standard
 that the draft licence or variation is appropriate for the licensee’s

requirements
they should agree to the licence being passed to HMCIE or other delegated
person for signing.
103. If they are not satisfied:
 that the draft licence or variation and the supporting documents adequately

address all the topics they would expect to be covered
 that the draft licence or variation is appropriate for the licensee’s

requirements
the B2 peer reviewer should identify in detail those matters that need to be
addressed and pass the licence back to the B3.
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104. Disputes will be resolved in the first instance by discussions between the B3,
B2 and another competent B2. Where this does not resolve matters HMCIE will
make a final decision.
105. Where the peer reviewer identifies that a draft licence or variation requires a
significant change, the revised draft should be provided to the applicant along
with an explanation of why changes have been made.
106. Once a the B3 is satisfied that any matters identified by the B2 peer reviewer
have been addressed and any applicant agreement received the draft licence or
variation should be returned to the B2 peer reviewer for reconsideration.
107.

When a B2 agrees to a licence or variation being passed to HMCIE they
should produce a note describing the checks they have undertaken, any areas
where they or the B3 have exercised discretion and why, and the basis for
their agreement to the draft licence or variation being forwarded for signing
and grant.

108. HMCIE should review and critically consider the explanatory memo and
undertake appropriate and proportionate checks of the draft licence before:
 agreeing to sign the licence or variation
 requesting clarification on the contents of the draft licence and/or the

supporting documents
109. Where HMCIE identifies that significant changes are required to either the draft
licence or variation or the supporting documents the Draft Licence Agreements
process should be repeated.
110.

External consultees become involved in the agreement of the draft licence or
variation either:
 as a statutory consultee under the provisions of the Regulatory Reform (Fire

Safety) Order 2005 (RRO)
 in responding to an opinion from HSE that assent is not required
 as part of the assent process detailed below

111.

Where an objection is raised by a fire and rescue service under the RRO then
the approach detailed below in paragraphs 114 and 115 regarding assent should
be followed.
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Checks to be undertaken on the draft licence
112.

Checks in addition to basic spelling and grammar checks should be undertaken
on the draft licence or variation, covering memo and any additional justifications
in accordance with Appendix 8.

Assent
113.

Guidance on the assent process can be found on the HSE website. The detail of
the actions necessary to complete the assent process once a decision has been
made on whether assent is required fall outside the scope of this document.

114.

Where a local authority refuses to assent to the grant or variation of a licence or
identifies that it is only willing to assent provided certain conditions are met, the
Inspector taking the licence forwards should:
 inform HMCIE and the B2 peer reviewer
 consider the reasons for the local authority’s decision
 confirm that the reasons for assent not being provided or being conditional

is because of matters that relate to health and safety
 assess whether any of the matters that relate to health and safety are

significant.
115.

Where the Inspector is of the view that the local authority is:
 acting ultra vires
 proposing conditions that would be:



unlawful:
impossible or disproportionately difficult to:
 comply with;
 inspect

 proposing conditions that would be adequately delivered by compliance with

the general requirements of ER2014 and other health and safety legislation
they should, as a matter of urgency, draft a response to the local authority
that explains their view and where appropriate identify alternative approaches
to addressing the local authority’s concerns. This response should be subject
to either:
 B2 peer reviewer and Operational Policy B2 review
 approval by HMCIE where HMCIE has identified that senior management

input is required before it is sent to the local authority.
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116.

When HSE has recommended that assent is not necessary and the local
authority takes a contrary view, the Inspector progressing the application
should inform HMCIE and the B2 peer reviewer and obtain and document the
local authority’s reasons for coming to that decision. They should then identify
what options are available to HSE and the dutyholder if the application is to be
progressed and discuss them with HMCIE and the B2 peer reviewer with a view
to identifying an appropriate course of action.

117.

Whenever assent is refused, or the local authority does not accept HSE’s
opinion that assent is not required the inspector should obtain the views of the
applicant on how they would like the licence to be progressed. They should
ask the applicant whether there are any revisions to the draft or additional
conditions they would consider acceptable.

118.

Where lawful and proportionate conditions can be incorporated into the draft
licence the licence and explanatory memo should be updated and agreement
of the peer reviewer, HMCIE, applicant and local authority to the changes to
the draft licence or variation should be obtained and documented. The updated
memo should consider whether the changes are so fundamental that HSE’s
opinion would be that the assent procedure should be repeated.
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Grant of Licence
Figure 7 - Steps, decision and reviews
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119.

Once the assent procedure has been completed the draft licence or variation
should be assembled for signing. This will include the production of the licence
header by either Business Support or the Inspector for initialling.

120. A final check should be undertaken and any minor changes such as typos
or corrections to grammar made. Where any changes required are identified
as more than minor then the explanatory memo should be updated, and
the draft should be subjected to both peer review and a consideration as to
whether external consultees should be contacted to discuss the significance of
any changes.
121.

Once HMCIE or another person with delegated authority has signed the licence
or variation the licence or variation will be passed to the Business Support team
to complete the administrative procedures.

122. The Inspector progressing the licence should provide an instruction to the
Business Support Team as to whether a new or revised safeguarding plan will
be required under the provisions of regulation 13 (8) of ER2014.
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Appendix 1 – ‘Statement of
Purpose’ for HSE’s explosives
licensing regime
1.

The worldwide history of the explosives sector includes numerous sudden,
often unexpected and incompletely explained catastrophic incidents.

2.

Experience indicates that the inherent properties of explosives mean that it is
often difficult or impossible to avoid an incident once an initiating event has
taken place.

3.

HSE, along with regulators around the world, recognises that the manufacture
and storage of explosives often results in high, sustained and broadly-based
levels of societal concern over the potential risks of harm associated with that
manufacture and storage and with the associated explosives activities that can
be located with them.

4.

This concern can be related to events associated with the manufacture and
storage of explosives that have often resulted in multiple fatalities from a
single event.

5.

For these reasons, and in line with HSE’s approach set out in ‘Our approach
to permissioning regimes’, formal licensing by regulatory authorities of the
manufacture and storage of explosives and the associated explosives activities
that can be located with them, is appropriate14.

6.

HSE’s licensing regime for the manufacture and storage of explosives provides
proportionate oversight of licensees’ risk controls, and allows specific activities
with clear societal benefits to proceed, by:
 requiring that a site or the places within it are suitable for the manufacture

and storage of explosives proposed or being undertaken - this bullet relates
to regulations 20 & 23 of ER2014
 requiring that a person manufacturing or storing explosives is fit - this bullet

relates to regulations 20 & 23 of ER2014

14 HSE also recognises the significant potential for misuse that explosive have. The requirement for a licence
will identify locations where explosives are being stored in significant quantities and enable compliance with
appropriate security standards to be checked.
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 ensuring that the residual risks to people from the manufacture and storage

of explosives (and the associated explosives activities located with them) are
tolerable provided that relevant good practice is followed -this bullet relates
to regulations 13 & 16 of ER2014
 ensuring that the public are properly consulted before explosives licences

are either granted or changed - this bullet relates to regulations 13, 14 & 16
of ER2014
 assisting in planning decisions to ensure that the consequence of incidents

on sites licensed for the manufacture and storage of explosives are
mitigated - this bullet relates to regulation 13 (8) of ER2014 and HSE’s role
as a statutory consultee under planning legislation
7.

HSE achieves this by:
 undertaking appropriate checks on locations when an application for the

manufacture and storage of explosives has been received
 undertaking appropriate checks on people and companies who apply to it

for a licence to identify whether there is any valid evidence why they should
not be granted a licence
 setting licence conditions to ensure that the amount of explosives and the

places on a site where they can be present are appropriate to the location,
the activity, and the surrounding environment
 being transparent with applicants by ensuring that each licence is supported

by an appropriate justification that puts any licence conditions into context
 providing support to the local authority assent process when requested
 actively monitoring its delivery of licensing work to ensure that work is

progressed in a timely and efficient way
 providing land use planning advice to local authorities in relation to

developments near to the sites it licences
 undertaking a targeted, risk based, program of inspections to ensure that

licence conditions are being complied with and that relevant good practice
is being followed
8.

HSE does not routinely expect to include conditions on a licence that would
generally be considered to comprise relevant good practice in wider health and
safety legislation or relevant good practice in the safety and security provisions
of ER2014.
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Appendix 2 – Establishing an
appropriate separation distance
framework
Confirm site layout
1.

Identify all buildings and other relevant facilities on site and their purposes.
Confirm that they appear, appropriately labelled, at the correct place and in
the appropriate orientation on the relevant site plan(s). Where the application
is to vary an existing licence checks should cover those areas affected by the
variation.

2.

Plans should be to an appropriate standard and have a readily read and applied
scale. See the HSE website frequently asked questions:
 Why do I need to provide plans when I apply for a licence?
 Are plans required for zero separation distance sites?
 What should the plans show?

for additional information on what plans should include and their suitability.
Plans should normally comprise:
 one to scale in the range of 1:1250 to 1:2500 showing the location of the

proposed site and surrounding area for at least 1 kilometre (km) in all
directions
 one showing the site layout. This plan should be suitable for the accurate
measurement of on-site distances i.e. it should be to a recognised scale
when printed15.
3.

Confirm that the plans provide an accurate representation of the site and its
immediate vicinity. Generally, for a new site this will require a site visit including
a survey that covers the immediate area out to the at least the proposed public

15 Non-standard scales make distance checking take longer than necessary and also introduce significant
potential for human error. If a scale is stated at a particular sheet size, then the plan should be presented on
that sheet size. HSE’s guidance to applicants identifies that recognised scales are generally taken to include
1:10, 1:20, 1:50, 1:100, 1:200, 1:500, 1:1000, 1:1250 and 1:2500. Distance checking non-standard plans also
takes longer than plans to a recognised standard, meaning increased time and costs in the processing of the
licence application. HSE’s experience is that most sites can be clearly represented and on-site separation
distances readily checked on plans in the range 1:100 to 1:1250 with the site’s boundaries at or about the
margins of an A3 to A1 sized sheet. You need to be able to accurately measure to 1m on the plan.
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consultation zone as determined by the application of Sch. 5 of ER2014 for
the quantity of explosives requested16. Depending on the complexity of the
site it might be appropriate to progress establishing the separation distance
framework pending or in parallel with that visit. During this step the Inspector
should satisfy themselves that there is nothing within the immediate vicinity of
the site or proposed to be undertaken under the provisions of the licence that
would make the site or places within it unsuitable17.

Identify the ‘states’ for each building
4.

Identify from the application the different ‘states’18 of each building or protected
place on the site and, where it might be relevant, off-site. Each different ‘state’
of a building expected to appear on the Building Schedule should appear on
that schedule.

Confirm the distances to protected places of each class
5.

In turn, for each explosives building or other place where explosives may be
stored or manufactured, identify, or confirm that the applicant has correctly
identified, the distance to the closest protected place of each class for each
‘state’ of the building.

6.

Where the applicant identifies that buildings or other protected places
appearing on the plans are:
 no longer occupied buildings or protected places
 to be taken out of use or left unoccupied during activities
 to be subject to the application of discretion by HSE in accordance with

Appendix 6

16 It might be possible to focus the site survey by use of on-line tools such a Google Earth.
17 One mechanism for ensuring that sites remain suitable is by way of the constraints placed on activities by
the Explosives Schedule. For example it would be appropriate to produce a generic schedule identifying
the activity ‘manufacture of explosives’ at a firework display operators site if the Explosives Schedule
only permits the use in manufacture or storage of pyrotechnic articles. This is because building design or
construction is unlikely to significantly affect suitability for fusing. A different approach would be expected
(other than at an Upper Tier COMAH site) where the explosives schedule allowed the manufacture or
manipulation of pyrotechnic compositions.
18 A building may have more than one ‘state’ for the purposes of determining separation distances and
maximising the flexibility of the licence. For example, a store for HT1 explosives that is also used for
processing would have two ‘states’. If the building had some mounded and some unmounded faces it would
have 4 states. If it was also used as an inert store it would have 5 states. Mounds would not affect the ‘state’
of a building solely used for the storage of HT3 & HT4 unless the mounds were required as a mechanism to
demonstrate the site or places suitability. The use of an explosives building for a non-explosive use might
also affect the number of ‘states’ that neighbouring buildings might find themselves in. Generally increasing
the number of ‘states’ of a building will result in a significant increase in the complexity of the licence and the
time and effort it takes to produce. It may not therefore be cost effective to have buildings with multiple states
unless the site is particularly constrained.
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 to be subject to some other justification for the application of a reduced

separation distance, such as fractional occupation19

they can be discounted as the closest protect place of each class if they are at
an appropriate distance and that an appropriate condition recognising this
can be included in the licence.

Identify and agree the separation distance model proposed
7.

Identify and agree with the applicant the appropriate separation distance model
or justification to be applied20. Where that model is subject to constructional
features or specific risk controls ensure that they are either in place or can and
will be built, installed or implemented. Record your acceptance and reasons
for such along with how differing definitions of classes of protected place have
been equated where appropriate21. Where a change is made to a technically
justified licence (including any licence where compartmentalisation is claimed)
those changes should:
 have been subjected to sufficient review by the applicant to demonstrate

that there is no effect on the separation distance framework
 be supported by an additional or revised justification

that accompanies the application.
8.

Examples of changes that could result in a technical justification or claim of
compartmentalisation no longer being valid include changing the quantity or the
properties of the explosive licensed to be present, changing the materials or
robustness of construction of the compartment, obstructing a vent including by
running services across a vent, erecting structures in front of or behind a vent
or using areas near to vents for storage of both explosives and non-explosive
materials.

19 Fractional occupation e.g. by ‘Explosives Workers’, ‘Explosives Area Support Workers’ and ‘Justified Workers’
should generally only be considered where there are significant legacy issues associated with a site originally
licensed under the Explosives Act 1875 or where the site had been transferred to HSE from a different
permissioning regime. Generally fractional occupation should only be considered where buildings etc. are in
use for work that directly supports the explosives activity and it would not be reasonably practicable to apply
either the circumstances considered in Appendix 6 or the first three steps of the hierarchy appearing in the
CBI-EIG Guidance on Occupied Buildings on Licensed Explosives Sites. It is not normally appropriate for
canteens, messes and general offices to be discounted.
20 HSE’s expectation is that applicants will be able to provide a justification that the model followed will provide
an equivalent level of safety to the separation distance framework contained within Sch. 5 of ER2014 or the
specific exemptions to separation distances appearing at regulation 27 (3) - providing that the relevant good
practice is being followed and has been captured as a proviso to the licence.
21 For example, the purpose of Class G distances is to is to prevent the near instantaneous propagation of a
fire or explosion during an explosive activity to explosives in neighbouring places, whether by blast, fragment
or thermal effects. Since magazines have not traditionally been routinely occupied, no account is taken of
personnel, as they would not normally be expected to be in the vicinity. The purpose of class H distance is to
is to provide a reasonable degree of immunity from severe injury to occupants in addition to preventing the
propagation of fire/explosion.
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Diagram 4 below identifies a range of models that could be encountered in licence
applications. Increases in the precision expected will increase the effort required
to assess the justification and record the reasoning behind its acceptance.
Diagram 4 – Conceptual model of approaches to explosives licensing

Increasing precision in the expected hazard from an event

9.
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Technical and/or
structural justification*
MoD consequenceassessed licence

Recognised specific
model defined by
structure and/04 unit
risk e.g. MOD’s DSA03
OME part 2*, NATO’s
AASTP and UN’s IATG

Simple Q-D model
based on hazard type*

Insensitive
munitions22

QRA-based ALARP
demonstration

MOD technically
assessed licence
IME-SAFR

MOD non-standard
licence

Semi-quantitative
ALARP demonstration
Insensitive substance
of defined, predicable
behaviour e.g. ANBI *
Ports licensing
under DGHAR**

Risk‑based licence
for Port of Felixstowe**

Increasing precision in the expected likelihood of an event
* - explosives licensing justifications currently presented to and
accepted by HSE23.
** - explosives licensing justifications currently presented to and accepted by
HSE on the basis of detailed studies of likelihood24.

22 Although the reduced likelihood of both an event and a mass or bulk explosion of ‘Insensitive Munitions’
would be such as to warrant reduced separation distances ‘Insensitive Munitions’ cannot be considered to
comprise a generic class of explosives because different insensitive munitions can present different hazards
as a consequence of the different initiating stimuli they might face. The separation distance models for
different ‘Insensitive Munitions’ will for the foreseeable future, have to be considered on a case by case basis.
23 HSE’s website lists different types of construction and the separation distances that HSE would expect to
apply to such under the Sch. 5 ER2014 framework.
24 HSE’s policy on justifications accepted by HSE on the basis of detailed studies of likelihood is reproduced at
Appendix 5.
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10.

Once they have established in principle the basis for drafting the licence or
variation the B3 should discuss it with the relevant B2 peer reviewer, and where
appropriate relevant portfolio and topic specialists including operational policy
colleagues. Where the basis for drafting the licence is unusual or novel or will
result in the generation of new policy, that basis should also be discussed with
HMCIE. The purpose of those discussions is to agree the licensing approach,
ensure that any deviations from expected procedures will result in the drafting
of a licence that is lawful and to minimise the potential for rework.

11.

Identify and log (e.g. on the licence justification data summary) those buildings,
other facilities or potential protected places within the Class E distance of each
explosives building that will be accepted at a separation distance less than the
expected class distance25 or that will be treated as ‘Not Normally Occupied’
(NNO) either all of the time or part of the time26.

12.

Identify and log (e.g. on the licence justification data summary) those potential
protected places within the Class E distance of each explosives building that do
not meet the usage elements of that potential class e.g. footpaths used by less
than 20 people each day27.

13.

Conduct an analysis of separation distance using an appropriate tool and/or
techniques28. The purpose of the analysis is to identify the maximum quantity
of each hazard type of explosive (or ‘other’ explosive where the explosive is not
best described solely by hazard type) that can be present in a particular place
based on the location of and distance to, the different protected places in its
immediate vicinity29. For separation distances in accordance with Sch. 5 of
ER2014 that can be achieved by using either:

47

 The latest version of the workbook.
 The latest version of the decision maker.
 A bespoke document delivering equivalent evidence and analysis (providing

any functions have been checked).

25 See ‘Appendix 6 - Consideration of application of HSE discretion to Separation Distances to on-site facilities
in the absence of a detailed technical or structural justification’
26 The applicant should be made aware that the separation distance framework for their licence is dependent
on certain buildings or other places being not normally occupied. This should be done during transactional
discussions and highlighted in the covering letter accompanying the granted licence. HSE Guidance on
buildings that can be considered to be NNO and relevant industry guidance should not be treated as an
absolute exemption to the requirement to maintain separation distances to those buildings. An assessment
under regulation 20 of ER2014 (suitability) should be undertaken – for example where a building that could be
considered to be NNO presents a risk to an explosives building by way of fire and it is not necessary for the
explosives activity an allowance of a separation distance less than class F should be carefully considered.
27 It is important to capture this information because it allows the dutyholder to ensure, and HSE to monitor,
continued compliance with the separation distance requirements.
28 Where a model other than Sch. 5 of ER2014 is used the inspector processing the licence must ensure that the
applicant has provided evidence that each element of the model has been complied with e.g. an assessment
of constructional compliance with respect to DSA03 OME part 2. The inspector should also consider whether
any minimum separation distance requirements should be applied where they exceed those expected by
Sch. 5 of ER2014.
29 Where parallel processing is proposed or is taking place consideration should be made of whether
appropriate levels of protection would be provided to other people in the same facility undertaking different
steps of the same process or different processes.
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14.

Proprietary tools can be used for determining separation distances in
accordance with other recognised models provided there is a description of
how they have been applied and validated. Examples would include outputs
from the Defence Explosives Licensing System (DELS) or the UN-IATG Safer
Guard Explosives Limit Licence.

15.

Where the applicant has not requested a hazard type that the analysis identifies
could be stored or otherwise present in a useful quantity the inspector should
confirm with the dutyholder that this hazard type is not required30.

16.

Review and where necessary revise the schedule in accordance with the results
of the separation distance analysis.

17.

When populating the schedule31 consider the maximum quantities against the
activity being undertaken, the suitability of the site or the places within it and
the suitability of the person32. Additional safeguards such as requirements for
safety reports and revisions to such should also be considered in determining
the quantity of explosives licensed to be present and the specificity of any
activity. For example:

48

 storage – it will generally be appropriate for the maximum quantity of

explosives identified in the analysis to be licensed at that place
 very low risk/hazard processing (e.g. packaging and despatch of small arms

ammunition) - it will generally be appropriate for the maximum quantity of
explosives identified in the analysis to be licensed at that place
 low risk processing (e.g. packaging and despatch of low sensitivity

explosives such as cartridged emulsions or some military stores or lower
hazard explosives such as 1.4G & 1.4S Category F1, F2 and F3 consumer
fireworks) - it will generally be appropriate for the quantity of explosives
appearing on the schedule to be the lesser of the maximum quantity that
can be licensed or a reasonable estimate of what quantity of explosives
can be present in the facility without obstructing exits. For example, where
fireworks are being handled in a ‘traditional’ process building this would

30 Note that according to Schedule 5 of ER2014 all hazard types of explosives can be present in quantities of up
to and including 100g without the application of separation distances. It is HSE’s policy that where more than
one explosives facility is present on a site mounds will be in place if HT1 or HT2 are permitted by the licence.
Mounds would also normally be expected where only one building containing HT1 or HT2 is licensed on a
site. This is because it would generally be reasonably practicable to construct a mound.
31 Buildings and other facilities that are not used for explosives activities, that meet the relevant class distance
and that are not subject to the application of HSE discretion should not appear on the Building Schedule
unless they are not clearly identified on the site plan or not listed on an associated schedule. Their status
must however be captured on the licence justification data summary and this should be provided to the
applicant with the licence when it is granted. They should be clearly identified and marked on the site
plan. This can be achieved, particularly when buildings are not normally occupied (NNO) by the plan being
coloured coded or including a schedule or list describing the buildings use and/or class. Where a site was
previously licensed with a schedule of unoccupied buildings then this should be revised to take account of
any changes pending a reformat and ‘consolidation’ of the licence to the ER2014 style.
32 Regulation 20 requires HSE to consider the fitness of a person.
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not be expected to exceed 250kg or the quantity that could be reasonably
expected to be present on a pallet.
 very high-risk processing (e.g. manufacture of primary explosives or

sensitive pyrotechnic materials) – it will generally be appropriate for the
quantity of the explosives to be limited to gram or single figure kilogram
quantities unless the process is effectively remotely operated and/or
operates on a continuous flow rather than a batch basis.
 storage of explosives should be referred to in generic terms i.e. ‘Storage of

explosives’;
 low risk processing activities that do not involve manufacture of explosives

should be referred to as ‘Handling of explosives’ unless there is a
requirement to take a more specific approach - for example, ‘finishing
of fireworks’, ‘packing of fireworks’ and ‘inspection of fireworks’ could
be combined into a single activity of ‘Handling explosives’ because the
quantities required, risks and control measures (including the suitability of
the place) are generally similar for each activity
 composite activities

33

such as the use of conditioning equipment that has
the potential to introduce energy to those explosives being conditioned
should be referred to specifically e.g. ‘Storage and conditioning of
explosives’

 where the site is an upper tier COMAH site the additional safeguards

provided by the requirements for safety reports, their review and revision
can allow greater flexibility by the addition of a generic activity ‘manufacture
of explosives’ which should normally be licensed for the maximum quantity
that meets applicable separation distances associated with a proviso that
the site retains its upper tier status. This is because application of the
requirements of COMAH should result in the licensee implementing systems
that will ensure that the building or place is suitable for each specific activity
they plan to undertake for and the quantity of explosives present.
18.

Applicants proposals for appropriate quantities to be present at a place during
manufacture and other processing activities can be assessed by considering:
 the process flow for the all the activities that are likely to be undertaken
 the unit quantity in which explosives will be delivered to a facility

33 A composite activity is one where explosives that are, in effect, in a store are also subject to processing
activities including significant handling that would normally be considered incompatible with that presence.
Examples include the operation of ‘picking stores’ and the loading and unloading of articles into ‘conditioning
equipment’. Explosives involved in composite activities are likely to be present in a store when it is not
attended and therefore for the purposes of regulation 30 of ER2014, the security standards expected of a
store should be in place.
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 the quantities in process and the unit quantities in which they will be

removed
 likely future requirements and a reasonable margin for flexibility

The different activities can be grouped by expected levels of risk.
19.

Where the inspector progressing the licence or variation is of the opinion that
the quantity proposed by the applicant is not appropriate for the expected
activities they should discuss this with the applicant, keep a record of those
discussions and identify why they have proposed greater or lesser quantities
than those applied for. This is particularly important when separation distances
would be otherwise met. The reasons for proposing greater or lesser quantities
could include:
 the quantity proposed would be inadequate or excessive for the safe and

efficient operation of the process
 the quantity proposed is less than has been identified by a structural or

technical justification as that which would have no significant effect outside
the place
 the quantity proposed would be excessive given the size or layout of the

place because it would not be practicable to work safely or to escape
should an incident occur
 the effects at different workstations would be in excess of those which

would be expected at the relevant class H distance
 the quantity proposed is significantly more than that necessary for the

proposed or likely potential future activities
 the quantities being manufactured or processed would be excessive given

their properties or likely risks - for example, non-remote manufacture of
sensitive pyrotechnic materials or the batch manufacture and processing of
primary explosives.
20.

Where separation distances derived from the applicant’s quantity and/or hazard
type requirements cannot be met by the application of the selected model
consider whether those requirements could be met by:
 taking buildings out of use or occupation permanently or temporarily
 using a different separation distance model
 application of a detailed technical or structural justification.
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21.

Where this would, in the inspector’s opinion, be practicable they should advise
the applicant accordingly and request that the applicant either:
 accepts maximum quantities based on the separation distance analysis
 modifies or withdraws that part of the application relevant to that place
 provides a revised application for that place based on:




22.

taking buildings out of use or occupation permanently or temporarily
using a different separation distance model
application of a detailed technical or structural justification

Where the separation distance discrepancies are such that the site or place
would not be considered suitable despite the application of a different model,
or where the analysis has identified new evidence that the site or place would
in and of itself not be suitable, the inspector should (following B2 peer review)
advise the applicant of such. They should provide their reasons in writing and
recommend that the application or relevant part thereof be withdrawn. If the
applicant will not withdraw the application, HMCIE authorisation should be
sought to formally commence refusal under regulation 20 of ER2014.
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Appendix 3 – Establishing an
appropriate period for the initial
grant of a licence
1.

Other than for fixed rule licences34 and licences for on-site mixing of explosives,
HSE can grant licences for any period or for a period without time limit.

2.

Where a licence relates to on-site mixing of explosives HSE can grant a licence
for up to 5 years. Given that such licences are generally granted in respect of
major construction projects, they should be granted for the shorter of either a
period of 5 years, or the expected duration of the project.

3.

While the approach of granting licences (other than fixed rules and on-site
mixing licences) without time limit can be seen as minimizing the burdens on
both dutyholders and HSE from processing applications for renewals, there
are aspects of that approach that could present practical difficulties to both
landowners, HSE and to the wider land use planning system.

4.

These can include:
 disputed access to the facility or use of the licence when a site is subject to

a lease or a rental agreement
 challenges relating to ownerless property which can by law pass to the Crown
 planning ‘blocking’

5.

Disputed access to facilities or the use of the licence tends to occur when a
tenant’s lease runs out, but they remain the licensee for the site. Essentially the
tenant refuses to transfer the licence to either the site’s owner or to the new
tenant because they see the licence as having monetary value and want to be
compensated. This acts as an obstacle to the site’s owner using the facility and
in extreme cases can result in explosives being stored in a place to which the
licensee no longer has lawful access.

34 Fixed-rule sites fall outside the scope of this guidance. Licences for fixed rule sites are granted for periods
determined by the application of the guidance found on HSE’s website or, where the licensee is required to
hold an explosives certificate for the store, for the remaining period of the licensees explosives certificate
where that would be a lesser period.
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6.

HSE has developed approaches that allow such matters to be addressed in law
by way of either:
 making a transfer of the licence; or
 revoking the licence,

based on the incapacity of the licensee and in effect their fitness respectively.
However, these approaches can be complex, can require significant time and
effort to determine incapacity and/or fitness, and to resolve. They are subject to
a statutory right of appeal.
7.

The rules governing ownerless property are complex and while their
application to licences has become clearer in recent years they can, in some
circumstances, effectively mean that the licence cannot be revoked and will
not be surrendered. In essence the licence can continue to exist until its
period expires. This effectively means licences that are ownerless property
can present an administrative burden to Government Legal Department, Local
Authorities and HSE.

8.

Planning ‘blocking’ essentially comprises the licensing of a facility for such a
quantity of explosives that it is seen to deter development around a site whether
or not there is an intention or requirement to:
 build the facility
 manufacture or store such a quantity of explosives

9.

The facility is then perceived as a protective block against development by
the licensee and an obstructive block by the local authority. However, within
the framework of ER2014 this is not correct perception because licences are
drafted so that when planning permission is granted and development occurs
the licenced quantity is reduced to match the available separation distance.
The civil matters relating to potential disruption of trade are not for the ER2014
framework. However, planning ‘blocking’ could be seen as a potential barrier
to government policies on development and it is therefore difficult to see how a
duty holder could claim compensation for an off-site development that reduces
the licensed quantity of a facility that they may never have built or never used to
its full potential.

10.

When inspectors are processing an application for a new licence, they should
consider the period that the applicant has asked that the licence be granted
for and identify an appropriate period for the grant of the initial licence. In
determining the period that the licence is to be granted for inspectors should
start from the following points:
 potential licensee holds the freehold for the site or the freehold is held by a

parent company:
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explosives do not require licensee to hold a ‘police certificate’35 –
consider granting licence in perpetuity
explosives require a ‘police certificate’ – consider granting licence for the
period of the certificate or such period as the relevant police force states
they would expect to issue a certificate for

 potential licensee holds the leasehold for the site:




explosives do not require licensee to hold a ‘police certificate’ – consider
granting licence for the period of the leasehold
explosives require a ‘police certificate’ – consider granting licence for the
shorter of:
 period of the certificate or such period as the relevant police force
states they would expect to issue a certificate for
 period of the leasehold

 potential licensee holds a lease or other rental agreement for the site:




explosives do not require licensee to hold a ‘police certificate’ – consider
granting licence for the period of the lease or rental agreement
explosives require a ‘police certificate’ – consider granting licence for the
shorter of:
 period of the certificate or such period as the relevant police force
states they would expect to issue a certificate for; or
 period of the lease or rental agreement

 Potential licensee will be operating the site under contract to a third party:




11.

explosives do not require licensee to hold an explosives certificate –
consider granting licence for the period of the contract.
explosives require an explosives certificate – consider granting licence for
the shorter of:
 period of the certificate or such period as the relevant police force
states they would expect to issue a certificate for
 period of the contract

Inspectors should then consider the following factors and how they might
increase or reduce the period that the licence would be granted for:
 potential licensee is well known to HSE and has a long-term contract at the

site to supply goods or services to HMG; consider extending the period that
the license is granted for to the period of the contract
 new licensee with no inspection or enforcement history; consider granting a

licence for a shorter period than that referred to in paragraph 10 which may
then be extended at renewal

35 For the purposes of this guidance a ‘police certificate’ includes an explosives certificate, a permission listed
at Schedule 2 part 2 15 (b) of ER2014 or another permission relating to ammunition the acquisition of which
is regulated or prohibited by virtue of the Firearms Acts 1968 to 1997 where those permissions relate to
explosives that will be manufactured, stored or otherwise present at the proposed licensed site.
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 new site where the dutyholder can demonstrate robust safety management

systems and/or has a good history of compliance at another licensed site;
expect to grant the licence for the period requested by the applicant (up to
the relevant maximum period referred to in paragraph 10)
 potential licensee with history of regularly requiring advice from HSE or

other regulator; consider granting the licence for a lesser period than that
referred to in paragraph 10
 existing site (i.e. one currently licensed by another licensing authority

or operating under a pseudo-licence) with a mixed or poor history of
compliance (but where the site and person remains fit); consider granting a
licence for a short period
 where the site is yet to be built and has been granted planning permission;

grant the licence for a period co-terminus with that permission
 where a site is yet to be built and does not have planning permission;

consider granting the licence for the maximum period that the local authority
would grant planning permission for
 where the site requires planning permission and local authority indicates

that it would be unlikely to grant it either:
 agree with the potential licensee that the licence application should be put
on ‘hold’ for a defined period
 grant the licence for a short period (up to 5 years)
 consider recommending that the grant of a licence should be refused
12.

Where the Inspector’s assessment of the initial period that the licence should
be granted for differs from that for which the applicant has applied, they should
discuss their reasons for coming to that decision with the applicant at the
earliest opportunity and should prepare a record of those discussions. Where
the applicant continues to have a different view to the inspector, HMCIE should
be informed and the decision should be subject to peer review by the relevant
B2. Reference to those discussions and any peer review should be included in
the covering memo accompanying the draft licence for agreement.

13.

Inspectors should ensure that there is alignment between any lease or other
similar permission from the landowner and the description of the site as it
appears in the licence. They should request that the potential licensee provide
positive evidence of the nature of any freehold, leasehold, lease or rental
agreement where such information has not comprised part of the application.
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Appendix 4 – Expectation on
tasks that will be undertaken in a
‘Class G’ building or store
Basic principles
1.

Stores (aka magazines) or buildings being operated under the ‘Storage
of explosives’ activity should only be used for storage of explosives and
operations necessary for such storage. They should not be used for process
operations, for example packing and labelling.

2.

This is because, for example, the requirements for emergency travel distances
within stores, and the separation distances to them are based on stores being
places that have people inside to a far lesser degree than a building used for
processing (ER2014 Class H).

3.

Judgement can be used and flexibility employed to permit concurrent activities
when explosive articles presenting a very low hazard are considered (e.g. small
arms ammunition that has been classified 1.4S for transport without requiring
the use of mitigatory packaging) or when it is clear that alternative safeguards,
such as effective in-building segregation or additional escape routes are
proposed as conditions to the licence.

4.

Where it would be reasonably practicable to do so sufficient stores should be
included on the licence to allow picking and despatch storage activities to be
segregated from general storage activities. This approach will reduce the level
of risk to which workers are exposed by reducing the amount of time they are
expected to spend in bulk storage facilities.

Assumptions
5.

The doors to magazines should always be kept closed and locked, except
when stores are occupied. When stores are occupied doors should be closed
whenever it would be reasonably practicable to do so. This approach will
minimise the risk of communication from one store to another.

6.

There should be no direct line of site between the explosives in the store and
any that are outside being loaded or unloaded elsewhere onto a vehicle.
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Tasks considered to comprise part of a place’s storage activity
7.

Using a pallet truck to collect full boxes to make up an order. Taking the pallet
elsewhere for any work on the pallet (e.g. strip-banding or shrink-wrapping)

8.

Collecting full pallets for transfer to a process building where orders are
assembled.

9.

Transfer of full boxes to a pallet outside the store for palletisation.

10.

Placing boxes on to a pallet ready for removal from the magazine and securing
those boxes to the pallet using strapping or film wrap to ensure that they can
be safely moved, (but not methods involving heat such as shrink wrapping or
which require a strip-banding tool that presents a significant risk of ignition).

11.

Removing boxes from a loaded pallet.

12.

Rearranging boxes or pallet loads of boxes within the store to obtain access to
boxes of explosives, or for stock taking purposes.

13.

Opening part filled boxes to visually check their contents for stock taking and
similar purposes.

14.

Storage of unpackaged articles which are “in process”. Any subsequent packing
and unpacking of such articles should be done elsewhere and not in the store.

15.

Storage of partly filled, previously opened, packages.

16.

Where the store has been identified as a ‘picking magazine’ the removal of
individual items from part filled boxes or designated storage ‘bins’ to another
facility outside the store.

Tasks not considered to comprise part of a place’s storage activity
17.

Keeping of pallets of explosives outside a store once they have been completed.

18.

Having pallets of explosives on the ground outside a store, awaiting transport.

19.

Packing or repacking.

20.

Assembly of quantities of boxes of explosives immediately adjacent to a store
to make a vehicle load in advance of arrival of the road vehicle. This should be
done in a designated and licensed facility.
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Appendix 5 – An outline
structure of what a Quantitiative
Risk Assessment (QRA) based
application for a licence should
consider
1.

The quantity-distance (Q-D) approach to licensing is hazard weighted, i.e. it
principally aims to limit the consequences of potential accidents and assumes
generic likelihoods for an explosive event. The approach has been particularly
effective in ensuring offsite risks are tolerable, but the approach is recognised
as cautious, for example in some situations it may, at considerable economic
cost, result in the safeguarding of small numbers of people against an event
that is very unlikely to happen.

2.

A QRA based approach to licensing essentially differs from the Q-D approach
in that it sets explosives limits based on a detailed analysis of risk rather than
predominantly reflecting the consequences to be expected from explosives
accident. In other words, a QRA based licence would take greater account
of both the likelihood of an explosives accident occurring and the fractional
exposure of the exposed population as well as the numbers of fatalities
expected from such an accident.

3.

The major advantage to the site operator is likely to be higher limits or the
ability to continue to operate in a constrained environment, especially for those
explosives which are relatively insensitive to energetic stimuli – i.e. because
of the low expected initiation frequency. A QRA based licence can also offer
several more general advantages to a Q-D based licence, including:
 general increase in awareness by the licensee of risk-generating activities
 identification of high-risk operations with scope for safety improvements

through site specific measures
 better understanding of risks from potential interactions of explosives with

other types of hazardous material
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 identification of significant risks associated with processes with the

possibility of new solutions and subsequent reductions in risk
 scope for higher explosives limits when specific conditions prevail.

4.

There are significant potential challenges associated with QRA based
approaches to licensing that would need to be addressed in an application for a
risk-based licence. For example, any application would be expected to:
 use a methodology agreed with HSE that takes account of accepted criteria

for individual risk, societal risk and societal concern and which addresses
these in the context of the hazards the explosives would be expected to
present;
 take account of mitigatory measures comprising relevant good practice

including:
 mounds, barriers or other traverses or features designed to intercept
flying debris from a fire or explosion
 building structures sufficient to contain the effects of a fire or explosion
 building orientation and construction which directs effects away from
adjacent buildings and other protected places
 reducing the unit risk from a building containing explosives by means of
suitable internal partitions (‘compartmentalisation’)
 other engineering controls including remote operation
5.

In addition, changes in operational circumstances and/or procedures as well
as any developments around a site are likely to mean that the assumptions
supporting any QRA based licence would be likely to require frequent review
and be prone to regular revision.

6.

The results of a QRA or calculation of likelihood of harm based on fractional
exposure are generally considered to essentially represent an opinion rather
than a set of scientifically verifiable facts, albeit that the opinion is technically
informed. This means that the uncertainty inherent in the results of the QRA
process or in assessing the risk associated with any fractional exposure will
need to be addressed in the application36. This uncertainty stems from many
sources, including:
 a requirement to identify all potentially significant causes of accidents if

estimates of likelihood are to be considered robust
 the appropriateness of the data used to estimate the likelihood of incidents
 any inaccuracies and uncertainty in the models used to predict the

consequences of incidents.

36 See HSE Research Report 151 ‘Good practice and pitfalls in risk assessment’’ and ‘Reducing Risks
Protecting People’ for approaches on ‘transient exposure’ and ‘salami slicing’
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7.

How this uncertainty has been assessed and taken account of should comprise
part of the application.

8.

When probability estimates have been derived for accidents or plant for which
there is little or no historical experience, an analysis of all possible causes of
the incidents in question will be required as part of the application. The analysis
should be suitably comprehensive and reflect that the possible causes of
explosives incidents can be extremely complex in nature.

9.

The methodology by which probability estimates have been synthesised (e.g. by
using “near miss” data, past accident reviews, equipment reliability data and/
or expert opinion) should be included as part of the application along with a
consideration of its validity and the level of uncertainty.

10.

The application should take account of human error as a potential cause
of accidents. Human error may be considered implicitly or explicitly in
the application. HSE’s expectation is that, in general, human error will be
considered explicitly.

11.

Where human error is considered implicitly, and overall accident rates are used
in the analysis the applicant should show that these rates have been derived
from data for all causes of accidents, including human error. The implicit
approach produces risk estimates relating to an average level of human error;
but both the plant and quality of safety management at licensed sites varies.
The application should therefore include an assessment that demonstrates why
the operation of the plant and the quality of management at the site will not
fall below the level that constitutes good working practice. Where adjustment
factors are applied to accident rates to reflect the quality of safety management
the methodology for determining those adjustment factors should be included
as part of the application.

12.

Where human error is considered explicitly a separate analysis of the potential
causes of human error should be included. Where this analysis does not follow
a recognised technique that is appropriate to the activity, the methodology
that has been followed and its derivation should be included as part of the
application.

13.

Considerable effort is likely to be required to evaluate the results of a QRA
based application for an explosives licence. HSE will, for example, need to
establish that all the assumptions and judgements used in the analysis are
reasonable. HSE therefore expects any such application to have been subject
to a robust third-party assurance prior to its being submitted to HSE.
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Appendix 6 - Consideration of
application of HSE discretion to
separation distances to on-site
facilities in the absence of a
detailed technical or structural
justification
Overview
1.

This appendix describes existing policies relating to the application of reduced
separation distances to certain types of protected place. Any application for
reduced distances for scenarios that are not described in this appendix would
be expected to be supported by a justification following an approach such as
that described in the CBI-EIG publication ‘Guidance on Occupied Buildings
on Explosives Licensed Sites’37, a structural justification or an argument
describing why an analogy can be made to a scenario appearing here. Where
the suitability of a site under regulation 20 of ER2014 is conditional on the
application of HSE’s discretion, the methodology followed and any additional
aggravating features or protective measures that have been considered in the
suitability decision, should be recorded.

Unitization of HT4 fireworks and small arms ammunition38 in ISO containers39
2.

A minimum of a 2.5m air gap between a steel container used as a store and
neighbouring containers in all directions may be accepted to provide unitization
for any quantity of HT 4 fireworks or small arms ammunition, provided that

37 Generally fractional occupation should only be considered where buildings etc. are in use for work that
directly supports the explosives activity and it would not be reasonably practicable to apply either the
circumstances considered in this Appendix or the first three steps of the hierarchy appearing in the CBI-EIG
Guidance on Occupied Buildings on Licensed Explosives Sites. It is not normally appropriate for canteens,
messes and general offices to be discounted.
38 For the purposes of this guidance small arms ammunition shall be considered to be all articles classified for
transport by the Competent Authority of a contracting party to ADR as UN0012 and UN0014.
39 For the purposes of this guidance proprietary steel stores supported by a relevant design specification and
providing at least the same degree of robustness as an ISO container can be treated as ISO containers.
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the containers are arranged in one of the ways shown in Diagram 5 below.
A minimum 2.5m barrier consisting of an empty steel container or a steel
container holding only non-hazardous materials may be accepted instead of
an air gap. An inspection interval of at least 1m should be maintained between
each container and its neighbours.
3.

Where HT4 fireworks or small arms ammunition are to be stored in accordance
with this guidance then for the relevant activity/use the building schedule will
only permit HT4 to be present. The following text shall also be added to the
building schedule as appropriate:
 Proviso:


All articles are to be stored within the packaging for which they have been
classified for transport.

 Description of explosives:




4.

Hazard Type 4 fireworks that have been classified for transport by the
Competent Authority of a contracting party to ADR as hazard division 1.4
and compatibility group G, and have been allocated the UN No. 0336 or
0337.
Articles that have been classified for transport by the Competent Authority
of a contracting party to ADR as hazard division 1.4 and compatibility
group S, and have been allocated the UN No. 0012 or 0014.

An additional condition should also be included at an appropriate place in the
licence conditions. This condition should follow the format:
 A management system should be in place to ensure that only [fireworks

which have been classified for transport by the Competent Authority of a
contracting party to ADR as hazard division 1.4 and compatibility group G
and have been allocated the UN No. 0336 or 0337 / cartridges for weapons,
inert projectile; cartridges, small arms; cartridges for weapons, blank;
cartridges, small arms, blank; and cartridges for tools blank which have
been have been classified for transport by the Competent Authority of a
contracting party to ADR as hazard division 1.4 and compatibility group
S and have been allocated the UN No. 0012 or 0014] shall be present
in building[s] [list] for the purposes of activities/uses [list] respectively
associated with those/that building[s].
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Diagram 5 – Arrangements of steel ISO containers to allow unitization of hazard
type 4 (HT4) fireworks and small arms ammunition
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HT4
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no doors
OR

HT4
fireworks

4.5m
Empty or
non-hazardous

HT4
fireworks

H - there is a
presumption that any
such building will not
be of Class E.

H but might be appropriate to accept
G or <G in extremis if there would be
a significant improvement in overall
safety i.e. removes driver to split or
pick in a magazine.

Accept at a reduced distance where the activity:
• is necessary for the safe and efficient operation of the site
• is associated with a specific storage facility
• application of aggregation rules would not result in the
hazard type being more severe
• it would not be reasonably practicable to have the facility
at a greater distance e.g. modification to existing site.
The expectation is that the dutyholder would be able to
demonstrate that there is not a suitable alternative location.
Convenience should not normally be accepted as a reason
for allowing reduced separation distances. Where claims
are made that transporting explosives on site would
significantly increase risks the dutyholder should document
their arguments in detail. For example, if the transport takes
place in a designated explosives area where traffic levels are
low (e.g. below the Class A threshold) the potential increase
in risk from transport may not compensate for the real
increased risk to workers from spending additional time in a
storage area.
Where it would not be reasonably practicable to segregate
activities by a greater separation distance it is acceptable to
provide sufficient separation that an event during the higher
risk activity – splitting or picking – does not communicate to
the explosives in storage.

Reasons

40 Where a building, place, or facility is accepted at a reduced distance when compared to the expected class separation distance to on-site facilities there
is an expectation that:
• It would not be reasonably practicable for the building, place or facility to be located at the expected class distance.
• The reasons for the decision will be recorded.
• The building place or facility will be clearly identified in its location on the site plan.
• If the building, place or facility is used for explosive activities a specific building schedule entry will be included for that activity in the licence to
recognise that HSE has used its discretion to apply conditions with respect to separation distances (ER2014 regulation 13 (6) (a)) or has applied
conditions under its other powers generally in relation to the activities (i.e. activities involving explosives) being undertaken in other places.
• Where the building place or facility is not used for activities (i.e. explosives work) and where the reduced separation distance is only acceptable on the
basis of specific conditions that in effect relate to separation distances applied from other buildings that cannot be captured in the building description
on the site plan, an entry for that use will appear in the Building Schedule as a separate building schedule where the degree of risk is such that
reciprocal clauses or deconflictions are required to ensure an appropriate level of safety.
• Where discretion has been applied and the building is within the relevant class separation distances for its class from other buildings that are used for
explosives activities, those separation distances will be disapplied by way of a proviso on the relevant parts of the Building Schedule.

1 Splitting
sdhe for
detonators or
picking store
at a firework
display
operator.

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40

Scenarios where reduced separation distances can be applied
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Good explosives practice to segregate explosives and nonexplosives activities.
If the goods are explosives this is, by definition, storage
but ‘processing activity storage’ or handling. HSE would
normally expect Class H distances to apply but a reduced
distance can be accepted where the activity:
• is necessary
• is associated with a specific storage facility
• application of aggregation rules would not result in the
hazard type being more severe
• it would not be reasonably practicable to have at a
greater distance e.g. for a modification to existing site.

If the facility is for people working on a process that presents
a very low hazard HSE would accept reduced distances
including zero - e.g. HT4 fireworks or SAA to side of a brick
or steel building with no routes of communication such as
doors or windows and that has at least 1-hour fire resistance.
Alternatively, reduced distances are acceptable where
facility is within a delineated41 ‘danger area’ and is principally
intended for those people who routinely work within that area.
Where the toilet is associated with a specific explosives
facility generally used by less than 20 workers it can be
treated as NNO.

Where it would not be reasonably practicable to segregate
activities by a greater separation distance it is acceptable to
provide sufficient separation that an event during the higher
risk activity – splitting or picking – does not communicate to
the explosives in storage.
HSE would generally expect there to be sufficient distance
(starting point class G for the quantity of explosives licensed
to be in the splitting or picking facility) or barriers such that
an event in the splitting or picking facility would not lead
to instantaneous propagation i.e. controlling the risk the
splitting or picking operation presents to storage elsewhere.

Reasons

41 A delineated area is taken to be an area demarcated by a fence or similar barrier and which is subject to access controls.

H if explosives

D/E/F if not
explosives &
depending on
occupancy/
construction

3 Incoming/
outgoing
goods
inspection

H if it is solely for non-explosives
goods involved in the explosives
process, the relevant class D or F
wouldn’t be reasonably practicable,
and the building is not vulnerable.
Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E
H where the inspection facility
serves a site rather than a specific
area or facility or where the facility
is occupied for large parts of the
working day.

F/NNO - there is a
G/H/NNO or Zero
presumption that any Reduced distances are not
such building will not appropriate for buildings of class E
be of Class E.

2 Toilet

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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4 Shift House

# Place

D/E/F depending
on occupancy/
construction

A general shift house would not be expected to be occupied
when much of the sites explosive activities are taking place.

The expectation is that the dutyholder would be able to
demonstrate that there is not a suitable alternative location.
Convenience should not normally be accepted as a reason
for allowing reduced separation distances. Where claims
are made that transporting explosives on site would
significantly increase risks the dutyholder should document
their arguments in detail. For example if the transport takes
place in an designated explosives area where traffic levels
are low (e.g. below the Class A threshold) the increase in
potential risk from transport may not compensate for the
real increased risk to workers from spending additional time
in a storage area,
Where it would not be reasonably practicable to segregate
activities by a greater separation distance it is acceptable
to provide sufficient separation that an event during the
higher risk activity – inspection – does not instantaneously
communicate to the explosives in storage.
HSE would generally expect there to be sufficient distance
(starting point class G for the quantity of explosives licensed
to be in the explosives inspection facility) and/or barriers
so that an event in the inspection facility would not lead
to instantaneous propagation i.e. controlling the risk the
inspection operation presents to storage elsewhere.

Reasons

Where the facility is a legacy facility that does not present a
significant risk of ignition to the explosives being used in the
process.
If the shift house is for people working on a process that
presents a very low hazard HSE would accept reduced
distances including zero - e.g. HT4 fireworks or SAA to side
of a brick or steel building with no routes of communication
such as doors or windows and that has at least 1-hour fire
resistance.

NNO/Zero

Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

G if the building is within a delineated
A shift house associated with a specific process would
danger area and is associated with an not be expected to be occupied for most of the time that
explosives process.
the processing activities would be taking place as it is the
operators of the process who would use it.

H if the building is a general shift
house for a range of the site’s
explosive activities.

G where the inspection facility is
within a delineated ‘danger area.’ The
work will be undertaken by explosives
area workers and occupancy is
occasional.
G from the inspection facility to
the stores if the inspection is of
explosives and takes place in a
facility associated with a particular
storage location, and it would not be
reasonably practicable for the activity
to be undertaken at Class H or Class
G distance from the storage location.

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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D/E/F if not
explosives &
depending on
occupancy/
construction

D/E/F if it is within a
building.
Nothing if it is
outside – but this is a
regulation 20 issue –
suitability of the site

5 ‘Shed’ for an
FLT

6 Charging
point for an
FLT

# Place

Use of a facility for general maintenance activities is likely to
lead to a higher population than would normally be tolerable
at reduced distances.

D/E/F where the facility is to be used
for the maintenance of the FLT

A charging point is likely to be within a building and as
such attracts the relevant separation distance based on its
construction.
Use of a facility for general activities is likely to lead to a
higher population than would normally be tolerable.
Use of the facility by ‘explosives workers’ is tolerable at
reduced distances as they should be aware of the risks and
appropriate controls.

D/E/F where the charging point is in
a building supporting all of the site’s
operations, not just those relating to
explosives.

Class H where the facility is in a
building and is intended to support
multiple sites explosive operations.

Class G where the facility is within a
building and is intended to support
a particular area of explosives
operations and is located within a
delineated danger area.

Class H where the facility is within a
Use of the facility by ‘explosives workers’ is tolerable at
‘delineated danger area’ intended to
reduced distances as they should be aware of the risks and
support multiple explosive operations. appropriate controls.
Class G where the facility is intended
to support a particular area of
explosives operations and is located
within a delineated danger area.
NNO where the facility is intended to
support activities within a particular
building and a demonstration has
been made that a fire involving
the FLT will not communicate to
explosives in the immediate vicinity.
Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

A shed is a building and as such attracts the relevant
separation distance based on its construction.

Reasons

D/E/F where the facility is a general
facility supporting all of the site’s
operations, not just those relating to
explosives.

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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9 Stores for
D/E/F depending
non-explosive on occupancy/
materials
construction
used in an
explosives
process

The people involved in the activity will generally be
explosives workers and expected levels of occupancy are
unlikely to significantly increase levels of risk.

Long existing policy

The facility is a general store. It is likely to have a high
degree of occupancy and to be routinely visited by both
explosives workers and workers who do not routinely work
with explosives.

Where the charging point is for vehicles used across a range
of activities and non-explosive uses the charging point would
be expected to be outside a ‘delineated danger area’.

Reasons

Class G if located within a delineated Risk is in effect limited to those undertaking the activity.
danger area, class F occupancy limits
are not exceeded and intended for use
in a single process.
Zero if located within a delineated
danger area, intended for use in a
single process, class F occupancy
limits are not exceeded, the storage
facility will not be in use when the
explosives facility is being used and
a demonstration has been made that
any fire will not communicate to the
explosives present in the building or
that the building can be evacuated
to a safe distance should there be a
residual risk of communication of a fire.

Class H if located within a delineated
danger area, intended for use across
a range of processes and class F
occupancy limits are not exceeded.

H – there is a
Zero if of hardened construction
presumption that any delivering an equivalent level of
such building will not protection to Class H.
be of Class E.

8 Control Room
for a remotely
operated
process

No reduced distances

D/E/F depending
on occupancy/
construction

NNO where the facility is intended to
support activities within a particular
building and a demonstration has
been made that a fire involving
the FLT will not communicate to
explosives in the immediate vicinity.
Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

Appropriate firebreak where the
charging point is outside.

7 General
Stores
Building

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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11 Non-explosive D/E/F depending
manufacturing on occupancy/
building
construction

10 Stores for
D/E/F depending
non-explosive on occupancy/
materials
construction
use in the
dutyholders
explosives
business e.g.
mortar tube
store.

# Place

Reasons

Reduced distances are not
appropriate.

Zero if the explosives being stored
are HT4 fireworks and the guidance
on Unitization of HT4 fireworks in ISO
containers is being followed.
Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

The people involved in the activity will not be undertaking
explosives activities.

Evidence indicates that the level of risk to persons or
explosives is minimal providing good practice is followed.

Class H if located within a delineated The people involved in the activity will generally be
danger area, intended for use across explosives workers and expected levels of occupancy are
a range of activities and class F
unlikely to significantly increase levels of risk.
occupancy limits are not exceeded.
Class G if located within a delineated
danger area, class F occupancy limits
are not exceeded and intended for
use in a single activity.
Zero if located within a delineated
danger area, intended for use in a
single activity, class F occupancy
limits are not exceeded, the storage
facility will not be in use when the
explosives facility is being used and
a demonstration has been made that
any fire will not communicate from
the store to the explosives present
in the building or that the building
can be evacuated to a safe distance
should there be a residual risk of
communication of a fire.

Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

Zero if the explosives being stored are Evidence indicates that the level of risk to persons or
HT4 fireworks and the arrangement of explosives is minimal providing good practice is followed.
containers shown on page 22 of this
document is being followed.

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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D/F depending on
occupancy
There is an
expectation that
buildings will not be
of class E.

D/E/F depending
on occupancy/
construction/energy
source

14 Buildings
and other
structures
within a
disposal
area.

15 Plant room
for explosives
manufacture
& processing
equipment

Reasonable practicabili

Suitability of the site or place should be considered if there
is a realistic likelihood of the plant causing an ignition in
the explosives facility that is likely to communicate to the
explosives present before the building can be evacuated to
a safe distance.

NNO if plant room does not present
a significant risk of ignition to the
explosives process.

Otherwise Class G or appropriate
firebreak.
Where the energy source comprises
dangerous substances in bulk, Class D.

Consider which of the other structures Separation distances relate to manufacture and storage.
listed in this document are most
HSE can place other conditions on disposal activities. These
appropriate given the hazard and
conditions can include the specification of distances.
apply those distances.
During the actual disposal activity
additional conditions and safeguards
relating to distance or structure may be
necessary between the disposal facility
and any other structures in the vicinity.

Disposal is a processing activity. It generally attracts a
higher likelihood of initiation than storage. This means that it
would not be appropriate to increase risks of communication
by allowing reduced distances.
HSE can place other conditions on disposal activities. These
conditions can include the specification of distances.

Note that there are potential conflicts between general
good practice in explosives operations and many modern
production management techniques. It is however
important to recognise that these production management
techniques have not been developed from the perspective
of undertaking activities where energetic substances are
central to the process.

Zero where the activity is part of the
manufacturing process that cannot
be reasonably practicably undertaken
elsewhere and only one or two people
are likely to be involved in the nonexplosive activity.
Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

No reduced Distances

Reduced distances would be appropriate where it is not
reasonably practicable to undertake the work elsewhere.

Class H where the facility is within a
delineated danger area and Class F
occupancy levels are met.

Reasons

42 This distance is for the disposal area as a receptor. Distances to be maintained from the disposal area as a donor will generally be subject to specific
conditions included in or appended to the Building Schedule.

H42

13 Open
Disposal
area.

12 NonD/E/F depending
explosive
on occupancy/
process steps construction
producing
components
for an
explosive
process

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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Would not normally expect to
apply reduced distances without a
structural justification.

G if the vehicles are already loaded
and the vehicles are left in a
quiescent state.
H if the stabling area is also used for
the loading and unloading of vehicles.

D/E/F depending
on occupancy/
construction/energy
source

D/E depending on
construction

G/H43

A stabling area would NNO/A/B/C
not in and of itself
be considered a
protected place. It
may however be a
thoroughfare and as
such would attract the
relevant traffic-based
separation distances
if it were off-site or not
in the occupancy of
the licensee.

17 Site Boiler
house

18 Bulk store
of diesel
used in the
manufacture
of ANFO etc.

19 Explosives
vehicle
stabling.

20 Nonexplosives
vehicle
stabling

The principal requirement is to protect the explosives
facilities from vehicles presenting a source of ignition i.e.
a firebreak distance is required. It is acceptable not to
require a specific separation distance where the stabling
area is clearly defined on either the plan A or B when the
designated location is shown at a distance greater than the
appropriate firebreak distance.
For larger stabling areas relevant class A, B or C distance
should be applied depending on the number of movements
expected and that distance exceeding the expected
firebreak distance.

This is essentially a storage activity.
This is essentially a processing activity. The expectation is
that people will be present to a degree above that normally
expected of loading into and loading out of magazines.

Bulk diesel would have the potential to rapidly spread fire
across a site.

Boilers houses are routinely occupied and subject to both
inspection and maintenance.

This is a processing activity.

Reasons

43 These distances are for a stabling area as a receptor. If the vehicles present are to be treated as ‘unit risks’ to other places then they will need to meet
at least the relevant class G distance from each other or have been subject to another ‘unit risk’ argument. Consideration should also be given to
preventing spread of fire between stabled vehicles by prescribing a firefighting distance between units.

Would not normally expect to
apply reduced distances without a
structural justification.

H - there is a
No reduced distances without a
presumption that any structural justification.
such building will not
be of Class E.

16 Fusing shed

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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D/E/F

H

D/E/F depending
on occupancy/
construction

22 Weapon
Firing/launch
point

23 Office in an
explosives
laboratory
building.

This situation is different from a stabling area where vehicles
are not transporting dangerous goods in bulk and from a
designated car park where the principal requirement is to
protect the explosives facilities from the vehicles presenting
a source of ignition to the explosives i.e. where a firebreak
distance to protect the explosives would be appropriate.

Reasons

Zero but would expect the quantity
of explosives in the laboratory to be
limited to or unit risked to 100g and
for there to be some segregation (e.g.
a corridor between the laboratory and
the office).
Where larger quantities of explosives
are being handled (i.e. which would
attract an external separation distance)
it would be acceptable to accept
laboratory offices at a reduced
distance e.g. at class H if in a separate
structure or at the greater of Class H,
class D or F internal to the building if
it can be shown that people would be
protected to a reasonable degree from
the effects of an explosion and the
office is only for use by people whose
work relates directly to the use of the
explosives aspects of the facility.

No reduced Distances

It is good practice for other H&S reasons to provide
offices for staff working in laboratories. It also reduces
the likelihood of ancillary uses resulting in the initiation of
explosives.
Limiting the quantity of explosives to 100g would, based
on information contained within the specialist inspector
report ‘Simplified Calculations of Blast Induced Injuries
and Damage’ by R Merrifield BSc, PhD, CChem. FRSC.
first printed April 1993, provide a relatively high degree of
protection to people in the laboratory’s office.

Weapon firing/launching will generally involve both use and
a processing activity. It generally attracts a higher likelihood
of initiation than storage. This means that it would not be
appropriate to increase risks of communication by allowing
reduced distances.

Zero where the hangar is a bespoke
Legacy facilities exist for the fuelling of aircraft and missiles
legacy facility comprising part of the
fitted with explosives as either propellants or warheads.
same building where the explosives
is generally considered to be safer to store aircraft fuelled
activity takes place; the aircraft either It
with empty tanks because of the potential for the
contain fuel that is not considered to be than
accumulation
of flammable vapours in tanks.
a dangerous good or do not contain fuel
in bulk quantities; and an appropriate
technical or structural justification has
been completed that identifies that the
hanger is appropriately segregated
from the explosives areas.

Class D where the
Reduced distances would not be
stabled vehicles
acceptable for the stabling of vehicles
could be transporting carrying dangerous goods in bulk.
dangerous goods in
bulk.

21 Hangar
for fuelled
aircraft

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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NNO/A/B/C

A car park would
not in and of itself
be considered a
protected place. It
may however be a
thoroughfare and as
such would attract
the relevant trafficbased separation
distances if it were
off site.

26 Designated
Car Park

NNO

Zero if associated with the explosives
process being undertaken in the
building. H if associated with another
process.

D

25 Store
F
for small
quantities of
chemicals i.e.
not chemicals
in bulk

24 Sea wall on
the site

# Place

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40

The principal requirement is to protect the explosives
facilities from vehicles presenting a source of ignition i.e. a
firebreak distance is required. It is acceptable not to require
a specific separation distance where the car park is clearly
defined on either the plan A or B when the designated
location is shown at a distance greater than the appropriate
firebreak distance.
For larger car parks relevant class A, B or C distance
should be applied depending on the number of movements
expected, the involvement of the persons using the car
park with the sites explosives activities and that distance
exceeding the expected firebreak distance.

The flammables and otherwise dangerous substances policy
should be applied.
A store is a building, structure or delineated area and
therefore attracts a separation distance no matter what it is
used for.
There is an expectation that the dutyholder would have
systems in place to manage the hazards and risks
associated with the activity under r26 of ER2014. It
is therefore unlikely that materials other than process
feedstocks would be routinely present in an explosives
facility in quantities in excess of a few litres/kg.

Depends on the consequences.
If an incident on site would result in the sea wall being
breached and the consequences of that breach would result
in significant risks to people, livestock and buildings off the
site then Class D distances should be applied.
If the primary and secondary effects of an incident on site
would effectively be limited to the site itself then the sea
wall can be treated according to the presence of any rights
of way along it or, when there are no rights of way as NNO,
because the risks are limited to the site.

Reasons
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28 Standalone
‘conditioning’
facility

27 Open ‘bike’
shed

# Place

Loading and unloading
of conditioning ovens
or other conditioning
equipment generally
requires explosives
to be handled and
the facility would be
expected to attract a
class H distance.

Reasons

Zero

H if the building is a general bike shed
for a range of the site’s explosive
activities.
G if the building is within a delineated
danger area and is associated with an
explosives process.

Reduced distances are not
appropriate for buildings of class E

Class G when the activity is
associated with a specific testing
facility or when the conditioning
facility is only attended on a transient
basis.

The activity is storage provided that the purpose of the
conditioning is not to repair, modify, disassemble or unmake
the explosives.
A reduced separation distance can be accepted where the
amount of handling that takes place is associated with a
testing facility because the people undertaking the activities
will generally be the same.

Level of occupancy and nature of construction would not be
expected to result in a significant additional risk to people.

A bike shed supporting a range of processes would not be
expected to be extensively occupied when much of the sites
explosive activities are taking place.
A specific bike shed associated with a specific process
would not be expected to be occupied for most of the time
that the processing activities would be taking place as it is
the operators of the process who would normally use it.
Where the facility is a legacy facility that does not present a
significant risk of ignition to the explosives being used in the
process.
If the bike shed is for a facility storing or processing very
low hazard explosives HSE would accept reduced distances
including zero depending on nature of hazard – e.g. HT4
fireworks or SAA to side of a brick or steel building with no
routes of communication such as doors or windows and
that has at least 1 hour fire resistance.

F if the building meets the class F
Presence is likely to be transient and individual levels of
criteria other than occupation and the risk are unlikely to be significantly increased if more than 20
buildings use does not clearly relate
persons might be present for a short period.
to the sites explosives activities.

A smaller, open faced Zero
facility constructed
from low vulnerability
materials e.g. plastics
or lightweight metal
sheeting on a steel
frame would be
expected to be
treated as NNO.

A smaller facility
of brick or similar
construction that
is not assessed as
vulnerable would be
expected to attract
class F distances.

A larger facility (20
plus bikes) of brick or
similar construction
would be expected
to attract class D/E
distances depending
on vulnerability.

Expected class
separation distance Classes of separation distance
to on-site facilities that could be accepted40
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Appendix 7 – Factors to consider
in making a recommendation on
the requirement for assent
New licences
1.

All new licences granted by HSE are subject to the assent requirements unless
they are specifically exempted by the provisions of regulation 13 (4) of ER2014.

2.

A licence that adds manufacture to a site previously licensed only for storage or
storage to a site licensed previously only for the manufacture of explosives is a
new licence and assent will be required.

3.

Generally, assent does not apply to new licences that are subject to paragraph
(4) of regulation 13 of ER2014. However, for those subject to regulation 13 (4)
(f) and 13 (4) (g), HSE is required to assess whether significant new health and
safety issues are raised by the application. If they are raised, then assent will
be required.

4.

Regulation 13 (4) (f) and 13 (4) (g) of ER2014 were introduced into the regulations
to facilitate ‘contractorisation’ of sites licensed to the police or operated by
the Ministry of Defence (MOD). If no material changes are made to the licence
granted by HSE in the case of regulation 13 (4) (g), or to the pseudo-licences
issued by the MOD under the Secretary of State’s scheme in the case of 13 (4)
(f) then the expectation is that no significant new health and safety issues will
have been raised and assent will not be required.

5.

Where changes are introduced, other than those necessary to maintain
appropriate levels of safety associated with the local environment (e.g. reducing
the quantities of explosives permitted to be at a place because a historical
structural justification is no longer available) consideration should be made of
whether those changes introduce significant new health and safety issues.

Renewals
6.

A renewal of a licence does not require assent providing that the period that
the renewed licence is granted for does not change. Any other changes to a
renewed licence that take place while the licence is being renewed mean that
the renewal of the licence also has to be considered as a variation.
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Variations
7.

Regulation 16 (4) identifies that there are two absolute requirements for
assent when a licence is varied and one that is conditional. The two absolute
requirements are:
 When a variation increases the period that a licence is granted for by more

than 12 months e.g. a licence that had previously been granted with a
renewal periodicity of every year is renewed for a period of 3 years
 When a variation removes the requirement for a licence to be renewed and

the licence becomes one that is granted without time limit
8.

The conditional requirement is made up of three parts. Assent is required when
the variation:
 relates to changes in the permitted quantities or types of explosives
 because of those changes the licensee could be required to maintain a

separation distance greater than the separation distance required before the
variation
 in the opinion of HSE or the local authority concerned, raises significant new

health and safety issues

44

Each part of the test must be met before assent is required. This means
that each element of the test should be covered individually in the
Inspector’s record.
9.

It is important to note that the regulation:
 refers to types rather than ‘hazard types’
 states that the licensee could be required to maintain a greater separation

distance rather than would,
 refers health and safety rather than just safety

This indicates a relatively broad approach should be taken. For example
increases in separation distance that would traditionally be considered to
be ‘on-site’ distances (i.e. class F, G & H) or separation distances that do
not extend beyond the site boundary should be taken account of. Similarly,
significant new health and safety issues that are only relevant on-site should be
considered in addition to any changes that would present new issues off-site.

44 All separation distances should be considered including those applying on site.
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10.
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Because every site will be different, Inspectors and peer reviewers should
consider each set of circumstances on a case by case basis when producing or
reviewing arguments. However, account should be taken of the following points:
 changes to permitted quantities should be considered in the context of

individual buildings or places, not in the context of the site overall
 any change that adds to the range of explosives that is permitted on the

site by the explosives schedule should be considered against the other two
parts of the test and those considerations should be recorded
 changes that introduce new hazard types to a site should be considered

against the other two parts of the test and those considerations should be
recorded
 each place or building should be considered both individually and in the

context of the overall separation distance envelope of the site - where the
overall separation distance envelope does not increase, and no new hazard
types are introduced by the variation the changes will not normally be
considered to present significant new health and safety matters
 increases to separation distances that relate solely to changes to the

regulatory framework will not normally be considered to present significant
new health and safety matters
 where the first two parts of the test are met but:








the site is isolated
any extension of the separation distance envelope is less than 10% of the
existing envelope
the separation distance extends into pasture or arable land or other land
where there is no public access or right to roam45
no new protected places fall within the extended public consultation zone

no significant new health and safety issues would normally be expected to
be raised.
11.

Changes that would normally be expected to be considered as introducing
significant new health and safety issues include:
 an extension of the type of explosives expected to be present on site

45 Agricultural activities such as market gardening or leisure activities provided on private property and where
significant numbers of people (e.g. routinely more than 20) could be expected to be present should not be
considered to meet this criterion.
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 an extension of the hazard types of explosives permitted to be present

on site where that could aggravate the effects of the hazard types already
permitted to be present46
 an increase in separation distances that results in protected places that

were outside the public consultation zone falling within the extended public
consultation zone.
 the addition of:


handling and other processing activities



open air disposal, proofing or testing



storage of energetic materials and other dangerous goods in bulk

where those activities do not already take place on the existing site.
 The addition of an operation that might alter the risk profile of the site such

as the manufacture of primary explosives or the bulk storage of low hazard
explosives presenting either a significant smoke or projected effects hazard
should an incident take place.

46 E.g. evidence from incidents indicates that articles presenting a relatively low hazard but which represent a
projection hazard or which can result in remote effects can aggravate events by spreading fire to buildings
whose integrity has been compromised by blast effects.
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Appendix 8 – Checks to be
undertaken on the draft licence
or variation
1.

The following checks should be undertaken on the front sheet, the conditions
and the Explosives and Building Schedules before presenting the draft licence
or variation, covering memo and any additional justifications to the B2 peer
reviewer. The B2 peer reviewer should satisfy themselves that the checks have
been properly undertaken.

Header
2.

Check that the correct legal entity has been identified and that the correct site
and registered address specified. Confirm that these details have these details
been checked against Companies House records where appropriate. Do not
assume that the applicant necessarily knows the correct legal entity!

3.

Where a licence is being granted to an individual (or individuals where those
individuals are being granted the licence on behalf of a partnership other than
a limited liability partnership (LLP)), check that sufficient details to positively
identify that person are included (full name, date of birth and National Insurance
number). Ensure that the person whose name appears on the header is the
person who has been subject to the checks on their suitability.

4.

Check that the proposed licence or variation number is correct and follows
the sequence of any amendments and/or variations. Confirm what the original
licence number that is being varied is. Check that references to ‘as amended’,
‘as varied’ or ‘as amended and varied’ correctly reflect whether changes were
made to the licence under the Explosives Act 1875 and/or MSER & ER2014.

5.

Check that the correct type of licence being granted i.e. is the licence one to:
 manufacture explosives i.e. an authorisation under regulation 6 of ER2014
 store explosives granted i.e. an authorisation under regulation 7 of ER2014
 manufacture and store explosives i.e. an authorisation under regulations 6 &

7 of ER2014 granted under regulation 13 (6) (c).
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Remember adding manufacture to a site currently licensed only for storage and
storage to a site currently licensed only for manufacture would not be a variation.
The new activity would require a new licence granted under regulation 13 (6) (c).
6.

Check how long the licence is being granted for. Consider whether there are
any factors that should be considered and/or explained regarding the period of
the licence.

Conditions of licence
7.

Check the conditions are appropriate and in the latest format and style. Check
that applicable options are no longer in italics and that inapplicable options
have been deleted on both the conditions and the accompanying notes.

8.

Check that the site has been identified correctly i.e. meets the definition
appearing in regulation 2 of ER2014 (i.e. the whole area under the licensee’s
control) and that the area(s) where explosives may be kept (manufactured and/
or stored) for licensing are consistent with the approach below.

9.

If explosives are only permitted to be manufacture or stored or otherwise present
in certain geographical areas, then these could be further bounded by red lines
marked AAAAA and BBBBB etc. and referred to as such in the conditions. This
approach can be particularly helpful in defining places where explosives are
present as part of trials or testing, where they are routinely being used or where
they are being disposed of. This approach can also be followed when minor
changes are being made to a licence for a very large site that is defined as a
factory or magazine under the provisions of the Explosives Act 1875.

10.

Check that plans are referenced appropriately.

11.

Check that the conditions take account of all the schedules and plans that are
being added, substituted or removed.

12.

Check that the correct variation or amending licence numbers are being
referenced for each schedule and plan.

13.

Check whether the conditions require the introduction of an aggregation rule or
introduction of new protected place distances such as F, G & H (i.e. post MSER
licence variations).

Explosive Schedule
14.

Check that the Explosive Schedule is:
 appropriate for the activities that are being undertaken on site
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 consistent with what is permitted on the building schedules where reference

has been made to activities with particular types of explosives and vice versa
 consistent with any explosives certificate or comment from the police
 includes the generic references to pyrotechnic articles other than those

appearing in schedule 3 to ER2014.
15.

Where one of the classes of activity appearing on the Explosive Schedule is not
relevant it should have ‘Nil’ entered at the appropriate place. These classes of
activity should not be deleted. Their presence reinforces the requirements of
regulation 6 (3) and 7 (4).

16.

If the licence is very restrictive as to the types of explosives that may be kept
consider what purpose this constraint is achieving. The more restrictions, the
less flexibility the licensee will have for change in the future without having to
apply for a variation.

Building Schedule
17.

Check that the same building identifiers are used on the building schedules
and the plans and that all buildings that are being added or varied are easily
identifiable on the plans.

18.

Building schedules should only have been produced for those on-site buildings
and places that are not used for explosives activities when:
 the plan does not clearly identify the purpose of the building or place and its

class of protected place
 the building or place does not appear on a relevant schedule identifying the

purpose of the building and its class of protected place
 the location of the building or place does not meet relevant protected place

separation distances from an explosives building (i.e. where discretion
has been used) and the degree of risk is such that reciprocal clauses or
deconflictions are required to ensure an appropriate level of safety
The expectation is that the uses of non-explosives buildings should be clear
from the relevant plan or a schedule associated with it.
19.

Check that the correct optional text has been chosen in the building schedule’s
header i.e. that the schedule identifies whether the licence is for storage,
manufacture or manufacture and storage. Where a licence was granted as a
‘Magazine Licence’ under the Explosives Act 1875 (generally associated with a
file reference XI/1311/xxx/xxx) the schedule should be for storage only. Where
a licence was granted as a ‘Factory Licence’ under the Explosives Act 1875
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(generally associated with a file reference XI/1111/xxx/xxx) the schedule should
be for manufacture and storage.
20.

Check details provided in relation to construction and mounding or traverses
are correct and are not overly prescriptive. For example, where a building’s
dimensions or constructional features are to appear on the schedule but are
not being claimed as a mitigatory feature or are not key to the suitability of the
facility, ensure that any dimensions are clearly identified as being ‘nominal’.
Where the requirements for mounding require more specificity or detail than
appear at paragraph 82 of L150 the construction requirements for the mound,
traverse or barrier appearing on the building schedule should contain sufficient
detail so that compliance can be confirmed at inspection47.

21.

If partial mounding is provided, then there should be different distances to
protected places at the bottom of the Building Schedule. Check that the
positions of the mounds are correctly specified i.e. if plan shows north west, the
building schedule should say north west (or NW). The alternative is to refer to
mounded, traversed or barriered faces48 in accordance with the relevant plan,
provided that the plan shows where the mounds, traverses or barriers are.

22.

Check that either ‘Activity’ or ‘Use’ has been deleted from the phrase ‘Activity/
Use to be carried on:’. An activity involves explosives (see the first end note to
regulation 13 (6) (b)). A use will cover any other type of undertaking. When they
are being referred to in general, activity and use should start with a lowercase
letter unless they are in a heading. Where a specific activity or use is being
referred to then they should start with an uppercase letter e.g. Activity 4 or Use 4.

23.

Where a specific activity is being referred to as part of a proviso then the format
‘Provided that during Activity 1,…. & n [and Use 1,….n] no……..’ should be used.

24.

Ensure any provisos are clear and logical. If there is more than one, then ensure
they are numbered consecutively or that they are bulleted using a logical and
sequentially indented structure.

25.

Where technical/structural justifications, other guidance, or TNT equivalence
etc are being used as basis for setting reduced distances to protected places,
these should be explicitly specified on the building schedule. Where a structural
or technical justification is being used the key elements should be identified,
discussed with the peer reviewer or relevant specialist and included as proviso
on individual building schedules (see Appendix 11).

47 Single thickness gabion-type mounds may require additional detail to be included in their description such
as how they are to be secured one to the other to prevent the mound toppling before it acts to catch or slow
fragments.
48 If the details of construction refer to traverses or barriers then these terms should be substituted for mounded
or unmounded in the separation distance tables appearing on the building schedule.
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26.

Check whether Supplementary tables 1A, 3A, 4A and 5A have been used
in setting separation distances to dwellings. Where they have the building
schedule should include the proviso:
This activity is only to be undertaken provided that the maximum number of
dwellings within xxm of [the Distinguishing number, letter or name of store,
building, or place on plan to Licence] does not exceed yy and provided that
no dwelling is closer to [the Distinguishing number, letter or name of store,
building, or place on plan to Licence] than zzm.

27.

Where discretion has been applied to allow a protected place to be occupied at
a reduced distance any conditions associated with that use of discretion should
appear on the building schedule for that protected place as provisos e.g.
No more than 20 people are present in the building at any one time.
This building remains within a delineated ‘Danger Area’.
When people are present the explosives in building X are in a quiescent state.
and an additional proviso should be included disapplying the relevant class
separation distance to be maintained e.g.
The relevant separation distances to be maintained to protected places
of Class F shall not apply to this building when it is being operated in
accordance with this building schedule.

28.

The building schedules for any donor buildings should also include a proviso
disapplying the relevant class separation distance to be maintained and any
circumstances in which this disapplication would be relevant e.g.
The class F separation distance appearing at the bottom of this building
schedule shall not apply to building X provided that the building remains
within a delineated danger area and the class F occupancy levels are met.
or alternatively when the receptor building is only suitable at that relevant
distance when a more complex set of provisos apply and they differ between
different receptor buildings, a more generic disapplication should be added to
the building schedule e.g.
The separation distances to be maintained to protected places of Class F
appearing at the bottom of this building schedule shall not apply to buildings
X, Y and Z when it/they is/are being operated in accordance with the relevant
building schedule.

29.

All conflictions and deconflictions should follow the formats:
 no people are shall be present in xxx…or yyy when explosives are

present in zzz;
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 no explosives are shall be present in xxx… or yyy when explosives are

present in zzz;
 no people or explosives shall be present in xxx….or yyy when explosives

are present in zzz.
30.

All conflictions and deconflictions should be reciprocated on impacted buildings
unless permission has been received from HMCIE to include the following as a
condition to the licence:
Where the Building Schedule annexed to these conditions contains a
requirement that during an activity or use:
 no people;
 no explosives;
 no people and no explosives; or
 no dangerous goods in bulk

shall be present in another building, part of a building or place on the site, or
prescribes other conditions with respect to the disapplication of separation
distances the licensee shall implement and maintain a documented
management system to ensure that these requirements are met.
and provided that any conflictions and deconflictions have been drafted in
accordance with the approach taken to people and explosives as they appear
in the condition. This condition should be included in the standard set when
discretion has been applied to allow a protected place to be occupied at a
reduced distance.
31.

The use of separate building schedules for individual activities and uses
should effectively remove the requirement for ‘or in lieu’ statements. On those
occasions where one is required all ‘or in lieu’ statements relating to activities or
uses on schedules should be clear and unambiguous. Use the term “or” rather
than “or in lieu”.

32.

Where no explosives of a particular hazard type are permitted check that ‘Nil’
has been entered in the relevant field rather than ‘0’.

33.

It is important to remember that only manufacture and storage are subject to
separation distances. Other activities are subject to conditions which can relate
to distance or to other controls. Where the building appears on the schedule
with a use rather than an activity the separation distances to be maintained
should be ‘N/A’ rather than ‘0’.
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34.

Where a building is licensed for the presence of explosives in quantities of less
than 0.1kg an additional aggregation condition should appear on the building
schedule to allow the ‘or’ statements to function. This condition should follow
the format:
Where explosives of different hazard types are present in building[s] XX then
for the purposes of the building schedule [for that building] the explosives
must be treated as belonging to:
 Hazard Type 1 if any explosives of hazard type 1 are present;
 Hazard Type 2 every item being of 0.7kg net mass or less if no explosives

of Hazard Type 1 are present and any explosives of Hazard Type 2 every
item being of 0.7kg net mass or less are present; and
 Hazard Type 3 if no explosives of Hazard Type 1 are present, no

explosives of Hazard Type 2 every item being of 0.7kg net mass or less
are present and any explosives of Hazard Type 3 are present.
There is no requirement for the condition to mention explosives of HT2 where
some or all items are of more than 0.7kg net mass because they cannot be
present in the building without breaching the requirements of the building
schedule. Similarly, there is no requirement to mention HT4 because such
explosives would be dealt with by exception. Where more than on building has
less than 100g of explosives permitted to be present the aggregation condition
can appear in the main conditions.
35.

Check that the flammables policy reproduced as Appendix 9 been
correctly applied.

36.

Check that each activity or use is properly paginated. The activities/uses for
each building should start at page 1 and run sequentially.

37.

Where an activity or use extends over two or more pages ensure that the type
of licence identifier, phrase ‘Building Schedule’ and the distinguishing number
etc. box appears at the top of each page.

38.

Check that each activity or use appears on an even number of pages. Where
it has been agreed that a building schedule can be produced without a
notes page and/or the activity or use extends to an odd number of pages an
additional blank page marked ‘THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY BLANK’ should
be inserted.
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Plans
39.

Check that the Plan A is to an appropriate scale 49; allows the location of the
site to be readily identified in the context of any neighbouring towns, villages or
landmarks and allows the location of the site to be clearly delineated.

40.

Check that the Plan B (or any set of plans that detail the layout of the site and
fulfil the function of a plan B) is to an appropriate scale and shows all of the
buildings or other significant facilities or structures on the site. An appropriate
scale will allow:
 onsite distances to be checked to a reasonable degree of accuracy
 the boundaries of the site and any ‘enclaves’ within it to be clearly

delineated
 all buildings or other facilities present on site to be identified or otherwise
labelled
41.

Where buildings and other facilities are not to be used for explosives activities
and meet the relevant class distances flexibility can be increased and
requirements for variations reduced by including a legend on the plan or by
introducing a separate schedule that identifies the uses of the building in
generic terms by way of:
 identifier
 use
 a note relevant to the separation distances that in might attract

For example:
 Building 1 - Building of Class F
 Building 1 – Not in use
 Building 1 – Dangerous goods store – Protected place of Class D if more

than 400kg net mass or 450l net volume are present otherwise protected
place of class F.
This approach should be encouraged because it means that unless there are
aspects of site activity that would require such buildings or facilities to be at a
greater distance, a building schedule will not be required.
42.

Any other plans detailing the layout of a building or facility or that are required
to support the justification to the licence should be specifically mentioned in
a condition to the licence. These conditions should appear at the part of the
licence where it is most likely that the conditions will be identified and complied
with on a day to day basis. This will generally be on the relevant building

49 See footnote 16 in Appendix 2. Where the plans initially provided by the applicant clearly identify that a plan
showing a smaller area than the expected 1km in all directions allows the location of the site to be readily
identified with respect to any neighbouring towns, villages or land marks and allows the location of the site to
be clearly delineated discretion can be applied and a plan showing a smaller area accepted as the Plan A.
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schedule where they relate to a single building or place or in the Conditions
where they apply to multiple buildings or places.
43.

Check that plans detailing the layout of a building or facility do not include
specific locations of workstations, equipment or plant unless:
 they are relevant to the suitability of that place under regulation 20 of

ER2014
 they relate to a structural or technical justification (e.g. to delineate stand-off

distances)
 the plans explicitly state that the location of any work station, plant or
equipment is for illustrative purposes only.
44.

Check that 4 copies of each plan that is referred to in the licence are
held by HSE.
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Appendix 9 – Why, when & how
HSE will include conditions on a
licence relating to flammable and
otherwise dangerous materials
1.

ER2014 regulation 13 (6) (b) (iii) allows HSE to grant a licence subject to
conditions on:
 ingredients of explosives; or
 articles and substances

which are liable to spontaneous ignition, or inflammable, or
otherwise dangerous, in ways which are likely to initiate or aggravate a fire or
explosion and where it considers it appropriate to do so.
2.

It is NOT mandatory to include such conditions on a licence and it is HSE’s
expectation that such conditions will not routinely be required on licences. In
general conditions under ER regulation 13 (6) (b) (iii) should only be included on
a licence when an analysis of the process or activity indicates that:
 the safeguards expected by regulation 26 of ER2014; or
 the general requirements of H&S legislation;

would not be expected to ensure an appropriate standard of safety to either
workers engaged in the activity or to protected places at the relevant Class
A – H separation distance. Conditions should also be included on the licence
where there are bulk quantities50 of substances liable to spontaneous ignition
(e.g. some sources of carbon) or flammable or otherwise dangerous materials
present at less than the Class D distance from explosives.
3.

Guidance to regulation 26 of ER2014 (paragraphs 95 & 96 of L150) identifies
that explosives operations should be segregated from activities that involve any
flammables or otherwise dangerous materials. It also describes methodologies
and approaches for identifying and controlling sources of ignition. Similarly,
flammable substances and otherwise dangerous materials present in an

50 For the purposes of this guidance bulk is normally considered to be quantities more than 400kg net mass
or 450 litres (l) net volume (e.g. a single intermediate bulk container). There may be circumstances where a
different threshold for ‘bulk’ is applied. This should be described and justified in the analysis.
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explosives facility are likely to be subject to the provisions of the Dangerous
Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (DSEAR) or of
regulation 5 of COMAH 2015. Expected compliance with these requirements
should be take account of in any analysis.
4.

Conditions under regulation 13 (6) (b) (iii) should only be included in a licence by
way of the relevant parts of the Building Schedule when the inspector assessing
and developing the draft licence and the B2 peer reviewer judge that the
planned and expected presence of such materials:
 increases the likelihood of an initiation to the degree that the:




risks to workers involved in the activity would not be tolerable without
such conditions
expected separation distances for the quantities of explosives present
would not provide an appropriate level of protection

 would aggravate the potential of an explosive event in such a way that the

separation distances associated with the quantity of explosives licensed to
be present would be compromised
 could, because of their inherent properties, and domino effects from an

incident elsewhere on site, result in a condensed phase explosion (e.g.
ammonium nitrate, nitromethane, nitrocellulose etc.) that would compromise
the safeguarding arrangements associated with the site
 would, without the application of appropriate conditions, result in the site,

place or dutyholder failing the suitability and fitness tests appearing at
regulation 20 (2) of ER2014
 at or beyond the Class D separation distance would not provide those

materials with an appropriate level of protection
 where there are bulk quantities of substances liable to spontaneous ignition,

flammable or otherwise dangerous materials present at less than the Class
D distance from explosives
5.

Where conditions are included under regulation 13 (6) (b) (iii) a note should be
added to the records stating:
 that conditions have been added
 why they have been added
 what the justification for those conditions is

6.

This note should be considered as part of the peer review of the licence and
should be assessed for its transparency and proportionality. The peer reviewer
should ensure that they are satisfied that the conditions are properly targeted
and are consistent with this guidance. Where a different approach is taken to
that identified above this must be documented in detail and agreed with the B2
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peer reviewer in advance such that appropriate standards of accountability can
be maintained, and the basis of the licensing decision justified.
7.

Where conditions are added, the licence should also include provisions that
allow the presence of such flammable and dangerous substances as are
necessary for the inspection and maintenance of the building/facility and the
equipment present therein.

8.

When inspectors set (and peer reviewers agree) conditions relating to the
quantities of materials, they should consider any likely developments in the
business of the site and should ask themselves whether they would raise an
objection should the duty holder apply to increase the quantity of by way of a
variation. They should take their answer to this question into account when any
limits relating to type or quantity of materials are specified.
As examples:

Circumstances where conditions would NOT normally be expected to be
included:
 Small quantities of flammable solvents used in cleaning equipment, as

laboratory reagents or used in a manufacturing process
 Services necessary for the operation of a laboratory facility or manufacturing

process (e.g. piped gasses) would not normally be expected to appear on a
building schedule unless the gasses comprised energetic materials such as
acetylene
 Fuel contained within the fuel tank of a vehicle or equipment would not

normally be expected to appear on a building schedule unless the fuel
comprised an energetic material such as nitromethane

Circumstances where conditions would normally be expected to be included:
 Solvent being stored within a magazine as an alternative to the storage of

explosives where class D distances are not met
 Bulk quantities of solvents within Class D distances capable, for example:




of generating a fuel air explosion that would aggravate the effects of an
explosive incident
resulting in a running pool fire that could reach a neighbouring explosives
building or compartment

would be expected to appear on a building schedule.
 Energetic materials (such as ammonium nitrate, nitrocellulose and

nitromethane) that are not explosives or desensitised explosives would be
expected to appear on a building’s schedule.
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Circumstances where the inclusion of conditions would normally be considered
on a case by case basis:
 Incompatible ingredients that would be expected to be segregated during

a manufacturing process because their inadvertent mixing could or would
result in the production of an explosive might, depending on quantity and
process, appear on a building’s schedule.
 Other chemicals capable of decomposing and contributing to an explosive

event such as chlorates or general laboratory reagents might appear on
a schedule where they were present in bulk quantities and an analysis
identified that their presence would be likely to result in an event requiring
separation distances greater than that expected of the explosives present.
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Appendix 10 – Approaches to
building schedules for structural
and technical justifications, the
licensing of testing, disposal and
use, harbours and ANBI
Approaches to building schedules for structural and technical
justifications
1.

A similar approach can be taken to the production of building schedules
supported by technical and structural justifications. In essence the objective
is to appropriately record the assumptions and/or mitigations supporting the
justification by way of:
 reference to the agreed version of any report or case submitted by the

applicant; and
 inclusion of appropriate summaries of the key preventative and mitigatory

controls included in that report or case within the relevant building
schedule(s).
2.

Assessing structural justifications following or derived from the guidance
contained within ‘The Use of Structural Justification to Underpin an HSE/ONR
Explosives Licence’ published by the CBI-EIG requires particular competencies
that are only likely to be held and maintained by a limited number of appointed
Structural Justification Assessors. These topic leads will either be nominated
people within the unit or will be retained from elsewhere because of the
competencies they hold.

3.

The role of the Structural Justification Assessor is to:
 confirm in writing that the justification contains sufficient appropriate

evidence to demonstrate that the design intent has been met
 identify in writing to the inspector progressing the application, the B2 peer

reviewer and to HMCIE (or other person with delegated authority to grant the
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licence or variation) what the key mitigations, including structural and other
features that relate to the operation of the facility, are
 advise on what approach to any residual separation distances should be

followed51

They will generally deliver these requirements by producing a summary report
which will list the key matters to be included on the building schedule and
which also provides a recommendation on whether they should appear in the
construction details or in a set of general provisos listed immediately following
the Activity or Use to be undertaken. Where a technical justification is based
on wider arguments as an alternative to a detailed structural justification this
role will be fulfilled by the allocated inspector supported, as appropriate, by the
relevant portfolio lead.
4.

Simply relying on a schedule that includes in general terms the dimensions of
the building in the construction details section will not generally be acceptable
where the licence has been granted based on a structural or structurally
weighted technical justification. This is because the key controls will not have
been identified on the building schedule to:
 the licensee in a way that allows them to incorporate them into the

monitoring and auditing arrangements that they will have in place as part of
their safety management system
 HSE in a way that would allow a meaningful inspection of what are likely to

be key safety measures to be planned and undertaken.
5.

A set of specific approaches provided below.

Matters to be included in the constructional details section of the building
schedule
6.

Where a dimension of a wall (including thickness) is a key element of a
structural justification it should be included in the description. The presence
of any spall protection, venting or transfer arrangements that are key elements
of a structural justification should also be included in the description along
with their general location i.e. which wall they are in. A detailed description will
not normally be required providing appropriate references to reports or plans
appear elsewhere in the licence or variation.

7.

Where a dimension of a roof is a key element of a structural justification it
should be included in the description. The presence of any specific vents in a

51 It is generally more straightforward to design or harden a facility such that it contains effects or directs
‘venting’ into a space where no protected places are present rather than build a structure where the relevant
classes harm criteria are delivered precisely, robustly and repeatedly at a reduced distance. Where a building
is designed to vent the Structural Justification Assessor should identify whether the venting face(s) should be
subject to separation distances based around schedule 5 of ER2014 or whether greater distances might be
required as a consequence of jetting or similar effects.
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roof that are key elements of a structural justification should also be included in
the description.
8.

Where a building is partially or completely self-traversing because of the
construction, this should be described in overview as part of the description of
the Protective works e.g.
Self-traversing by way of the construction of the walls detailed above to vvv …
yyy and zzz faces.

Matters to be included in the provisos section of the building schedule
9.

Examples of provisos commonly used in structurally and technically justified
building schedules are listed below. The allocated inspector taking the
application forward should agree with the Structural Justification Assessor
which of these provisos should be included on the building schedule, what
additional provisos (if any) are required and whether any of the provisos can be
replaced by an easily understood plan appended to the licence.
 the building/room/cell/compartment/place is [constructed and/or operated]

in accordance with report reference number (if any), title (if any), name of
organisation producing the report, dated xx/yy/zzzz and in particular:
















no people shall be present in xxx…or yyy when explosives are present in
zzz;
people shall only be present in xxx when the explosives present in yyy are
in a quiescent state;
no explosives shall be present in xxx… or yyy when explosives are present
in zzz;
explosives shall only be present in xxx when the explosives present in yyy
are in a quiescent state;
people shall only be present within building(s) / room(s) / cell(s) /
compartment(s) / place(s) / areas marked vvv…or xxx on plan yyy when
the explosives are present in zzz are in a quiescent state;
the doors [to uuu / between www and vvv] shall remain closed when
explosives [are present in www / are present in xxx during yyy / present in
zzz are not in a quiescent state];
a minimum stand-off distance of vvvm between explosives and [the
xxx…and yyy wall[s]] and zzzm between explosives and the ground is
maintained at all times;
no more explosives than would have an equivalent explosive performance
to www[k]g of xxx are present in the yyy at any time and any remaining
explosives are located in the zzz;
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quantities of Hazard Type vvv explosives greater than xxx[k]g are
permitted provided that they do not have a greater explosive performance
than that expected from yyy[k]g of zzz;
the nature of the explosion venting shall be such that should an explosive
event occur within the building/room/cell/compartment/place any
overpressure shall not exceed zzzkPa;
the [description of spall protection] shall [description of any particular
quality requirement/reference to compliance with a particular part of any
report]
the internal layout of the [building/xxxx] is in accordance with plan xxxxx.

 the separation distances to protected places of [Class D….and Class H]

appearing on this building schedule shall not apply to protected places of
[matching classes to those selected] within the curtilage of building[s] [insert
list of building/place identifier[s] where it has been accepted that although
there may be effects outside the building the nature of the structure means
that objective of the separation distance requirements will be met.]

Matters to be included in the separation distances to be maintained section of
the building schedule
10.

Where a building or cell has faces that are self-traversing then:
Relevant separation distances to be maintained to protected places from
mounded or self-traversing faces
should be substituted for
Relevant separation distances to be maintained to protected places from
mounded faces
and
Relevant separation distances to be maintained to protected places from
unmounded faces or faces that are not self-traversing
should be substituted for
Relevant separation distances to be maintained to protected places from
unmounded faces

11.

Where the construction of a building is such that the structural justification
identifies that there would be no significant explosive effect outside the facility
then separation distances should be recorded as 0m.
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12.
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Where a building vents through either a particular face or a roof and it has been
demonstrated that other walls etc will effectively remain upright, intact and
behave as a traverse the:
 Separation distances to those walls associated with HT1 should be taken

from the relevant metal built mounded table in Sch. 5 to ER2014
 Separation distances to those walls associated with HT2 should be taken

from the relevant HT2 mounded table in Sch. 5 to ER2014
 Separation distances to other walls or faces associated with HT1 should be

taken from the relevant table in Sch. 5 to ER2014
 Separation distances to those other walls or faces associated with HT2

should be taken from the relevant HT2 table in Sch. 5 to ER2014
 Separation distances associated with HT3 and HT4 should be taken from

the relevant tables in schedule 5 to ER2014
provided that:
 no alternative separation distance arguments have been made; and
 the Structural Justification Assessor has confirmed that jetting or other

directional effects are unlikely to be a significant issue. The specific
disapplication of separation distances to other structures on the site
(generally in the same building) should have been covered in the provisos
section of the building schedule.

Approaches to the licensing of testing, disposal and use
13.

The testing52, disposal and use of explosives on sites licensed by HSE requires
specific consideration. This is because:
 the increased likelihood of initiation of explosives associated with these

activities, including their deliberate initiation, can present significant risks to
explosives elsewhere on site
 the assumptions behind hazard type and the models from which separation

distances are generally derived become less robust as the likelihood of an
explosive event increases.

52 Testing for the purposes of this guidance is taken to mean a test where some or all of the explosive properties
of a substance or article are subjected to a stimulus intended to, or likely to cause them to initiate. It is not
taken to include routine chemical analysis, conditioning or inspection for the purposes of quality assurance or
control.
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14.

Including conditions on a new or consolidating licence or by way of an
appropriate variation makes it clear that HSE has considered what conditions to
apply under the provisions of regulation 13 (6) (b) (ii) of ER2014.

15.

Conditions 13, 14 and 15 appearing in the standard conditions for a new licence
and mirrored in the standard conditions for a consolidating licence provide the
outline framework for licensing disposal, testing and use. i.e.
[The testing of explosives on-site is not permitted./The testing of explosives
on-site must be conducted in accordance with the requirements of an xyz
issued by abc under the provisions of mno.]
[The use of explosives on-site other than as safety devices [or for the
purposes of vermin control] is not permitted./ The use of explosives other
than as safety devices [or for the purposes of [security], [construction],
[vermin control]], is not permitted/ The use of explosives on-site, other than
for the purposes of security,[construction], [vermin control], or as safety
devices, must be conducted in accordance with the requirements of an xyz
issued by abc under the provisions of mno.]
[The disposal of explosives on site is not permitted.]

16.

Where the testing and disposal of explosives are permitted by the Building
Schedule the relevant conditions can be deleted because they will be
specifically governed by the Building Schedule’s contents.

17.

Drafting conditions appropriate to use can be more complicated
because explosives can be encountered and used in a very wide range of
circumstances. Any requirements for that use can be governed by a range
of requirements including secondary legislation, the Building Schedule,
permissions granted by other ‘authorities’ and potentially by a combination of
all three.

18.

For example, at a quarry an appropriate condition relating to use could be:
The use of explosives on-site, other than for the purposes of construction,
vermin control, or as safety devices, must be conducted in accordance with
the requirements of Part V of the Quarries Regulations 1999.

19.

At a police training facility the condition could read:
The use of explosives on-site, other than for the purposes of security,
construction, vermin control, or as safety devices, must be conducted in
accordance with the requirements of the Building Schedule.

20.

At a semi-urban storage site the condition could read:
The use of explosives on-site other than as safety devices is not permitted.
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21.

And at a large government owned contractor operated (Goco) site engaged
in both support to the Ministry of Defence and private venture customers the
relevant condition could read:
The use of explosives on-site, other than for the purposes of security,
construction, vermin control, or as safety devices, must be conducted in
accordance with the requirements of:
 an extant Range Authorisation Certificate and a Range Safety Certificate

issued by the Ministry of Defence under the provisions of its Range Safety
Management System; or
 the Building Schedule.

22.

In each instance the condition is modified to reflect the environment of the site,
the conditions likely to be encountered and the potential uses of explosives
necessary for the site’s operation.

23.

Where there is a requirement for the Building Schedule to include specific
activities that will address testing, disposal or use because appropriate
safeguards have not been established by other relevant requirements the
approach to be taken to determining what quantities are appropriate should be:
 the place where the activity is to take place should be licenced for the

presence of explosives based on an appropriate Q-D relationship
 the quantity should be determined from the available separation distances

to each class of protected place but should consider the nature of the
operation and the materials being handled - which allows conditions relating
to separation distances under regulation 13 (6) (a) to be set
provided that where there is a requirement for more than 100kg of explosives of
any hazard type to be present a more detailed analysis should be undertaken.
The purpose of the analysis is to ensure that the arrangements that will be in
place to ensure safety are such that the place within the site where the activity
will be taking place is suitable and appropriate.
24.

The building schedule and its supporting activity specific conditions should
follow the format shown in Appendix 11.

25.

The purpose of the supporting activity specific conditions is to set a framework
that ensures explosives elsewhere on the site are appropriately protected
from the testing, disposal and use activities. They also provide a framework
for ensuring that the places where explosives are manufactured, stored or
otherwise present remain suitable.
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Approaches to the licensing of ANBI
26.

ANBI can be treated in the same way as any other explosive. The key
differences to other explosives are:
 ANBI should appear as ‘other explosives’ on the building schedule; and
 the protected places, as they appear on the licence should be defined in the

conditions.
27.

When ANBI is being stored on a site where other explosives are being
stored53 or are otherwise present, class G and class H distances from the
ANBI to explosives elsewhere on site, and vice versa, should be derived from
the application of paragraphs 149-154 of HSE’s sub-sector guidance on the
manufacture and storage of ammonium nitrate blasting intermediate.

28.

Building schedules should not include separation distances to protected places
of class A-F. The table on the building schedule should refer to Category 1,
Category 2, Category 3 and Category 4. The different categories of protected
places should be defined in the conditions as:
Protected places of Category 1 shall comprise industrial units (capable of
being evacuated within 45 minutes) and;
 protected places of Class A and Class B;
 protected places of:


Class C which are capable of being closed to traffic; and



Class D used as industrial premises;

which are capable of being evacuated within 45 minutes of a fire starting on
the site; and
 isolated dwellings where arrangements are in place for their evacuation

within 45 minutes of a fire starting on the site.
Protected places of Category 2 shall comprise:
 protected places of Class C that are not capable of being closed to

traffic, and which cannot be evacuated within 45 minutes of a fire
starting on the site; and
 protected places of Class D other than those which:

53 The structures of ER2014 have been interpreted as allowing a police granted licence to store explosives (as
defined in regulation 2 (1) of ER2014 to run concurrently with a licence to manufacture and/or store ANBI.
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are capable of being evacuated within 45 minutes; and



house a vulnerable population.
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Protected places of Category 3 shall comprise protected places of Class
D which are occupied by a vulnerable population such as young children,
older persons and hospital in-patients.
Protected places of Category 4 shall comprise protected places of class E.
29.

There is an expectation that the firebreak distances referred to in that guidance
will also appear in the licence as a mechanism for ensuring that the explosives
risk from changes to the site layout are properly highlighted and managed.

30.

Example conditions, explosives schedules54 and building schedules are under
development.

Approaches to the licensing of Berths
31.

Regulation 14 (2) (d) of the Dangerous Goods in Harbour Areas 2016 (DGHAR)
allows disapplication of the requirement for a licence to handle explosives
under the provisions of those regulations from a berth which forms part of a
site which is:
 licensed under the Explosives Regulations 2014 in cases where, in relation

to the application for that licence, the assent of the local authority is
required under regulation 13 of those Regulations
 exempt from the requirement for assent of the local authority in accordance

with regulation 13(4) paragraphs (f) and (g) of those Regulations
 deemed to be licensed by virtue of regulation 82(1) of those Regulations

in cases where, in relation to that deemed licence, the assent of the
local authority would have been required under regulation 13(3) of those
Regulations had the licence been applied for under those Regulations
32.

HSE would normally expect to licence a berth at a port handling general
goods and passengers under the provisions of DGHAR separately from any
manufacture and storage under ER2014 i.e. it would expect to grant two
separate licences. It would normally only expect to licence a berth under the
provision of ER2014 when the principal purpose of the site where the berth
is located is the storage or manufacture of explosives or, when the principal
purpose of the port is the handling of explosives and that handling is associated
with either largescale manufacturing, processing or storage activities.

54 Unless the licence specifically permits the storage of explosives other than ANBI, the explosives schedules
should NOT include refence to the storage of pyrotechnic articles for which an explosives certificate is not
required.
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Generally, when a DGHAR licence and ER2014 licence are granted to a site the
disapplication in the conditions appearing in the ER2014 licence to jetties and
piers i.e.
The separation distances to be maintained between the stores, buildings or
places within the site and such protected places as are defined, by class,
and which are specified in the Building Schedule do not apply to any part
of a thoroughfare, jetty, pier, waterway or railway line within the site which is
occupied by the person [manufacturing or] storing the explosives.
will be deleted. This approach is taken to provide an appropriate level of
protection to third parties and dangerous goods present on vessels.
33.

There are three principle approaches to licensing berths at licensed explosives
sites. They are:
 the ER2014 approach
 the DGHAR approach
 the hybrid approach

34.

Under the ER2014 approach the standard approach to separation distances is
applied. Each berth is, treated as a:
 place where explosives are present
 and is treated as a protected place of class H when vessels carrying

explosives are present
35.

Generally, this approach results in greater separation distances that those
that might be applied under DGHAR, but it can be much more straightforward
to progress than the DGHAR approach. As part of the separation distance
analysis, the distances that would be expected to be applied under the DGHAR
format should be considered and where they are greater than those expected
under ER2014 this should be discussed and an approach agreed with the peer
reviewer. The building schedules, including those for the berths, will follow the
ER2014 format.

36.

Under the DGHAR approach the DGHAR methodology is applied. A ports
survey is undertaken, the casualties’ spreadsheet is applied and the DGHAR
separation distance framework is used.

37.

The building schedules for the berths (and for example any railway yards) will
follow the DGHAR format and the DGHAR conditions of licence, including
the descriptors of SD1, SD2 and SD3 will, where appropriate, need to be
incorporated into the ER2014 conditions being used for the grant of a new or
varied licence. Consideration will also have to be given as to how explosives of
HT4 are to be treated. All berths that are licensed based on reduced distances
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under the DGHAR framework should include an appropriate proviso on the
building schedule e.g.
Explosives shall not be present at this berth for more than 1,200 hours in
any rolling 12-month period
38.

Under the hybrid approach the ER2014 format for the building schedules and
the setting of separation distances are used but are modified by the approach
to reduced separation distances appearing in the DGHAR framework. In this
instance the separation distances appearing are reduced to ¾ of the value
appearing in schedule 5 to ER201455. All berths that are licensed based on
reduced distances under the DGHAR framework should include an appropriate
proviso on the building schedule:
Explosives shall not be present at this berth for more than 1,200 hours in
any rolling 12-month period

55 A similar approach can be applied to stabling areas for vehicles on ER2014 sites however this approach
must be supported by an appropriate analysis and agreed with the peer reviewer before it is significantly
progressed.
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Appendix 11 – Example provisos
and supporting activity specific
conditions for testing, disposal
and use
Example proviso
1

Activity/Use can be undertaken at this location.

Activity 1 of 1
Activity to be carried on: [Testing/Disposal/Use] of explosives.
This activity is only to be carried on when the conditions listed in the [attached
document [title of document]/[title of document] appended to these conditions]
signed by one of HM Inspectors of Health and Safety have been met.
Note: This note does not form part of the Building Schedule. It is likely that
in order to provide appropriate protection to people, property, explosives
and other dangerous substances during [testing/disposal/use] of explosives,
distances will need to be maintained to such that will be greater than the
separation distances appearing on this building schedule.

Example of supporting activity specific conditions
[Title of document] Conditions
Explosives shall only be tested/disposed of/used provided that:
1. The maximum degree of potential hazard to which people, property,
explosives and other dangerous substances are exposed to shall not exceed
those listed in the criteria found at F6.1, F7.1, F8.2 and F9 of Annex F of
version 2.1 of the document ‘Guidance for the Safe Management of the
Disposal of Explosives’, published by the Explosives Industry Group of the
Confederation of British Industry dated September 2020
[Consider insertion of the criteria listed above in full]
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2. An explosion during the disposal activity should not generate significant risks
or inconvenience to persons in buildings who do not derive a direct benefit
from the explosives activity.
3. There should be no significant risk of the generation of fires remote from the
disposal location that can cause harm to persons, damage to property or
risks of ignition to other explosives or dangerous substances.
4. Each [specific testing/disposal/use] activity is undertaken in accordance with
a written safe system of work which contains the following information:
a)

a description of the activity and where it is to be carried out;

b) the sequence of the tasks needed to complete the activity and how they
will be done;
c)

the hazards identified and evaluated to identify the appropriate measures
required to meet the criteria referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above
and which takes account of the likelihood of any blast, fragment, thermal
or projected effect;

d) the skills and competencies required to deal with the hazards and risks
associated with the [specific testing/disposal/use] activity;
e)

the precautions necessary to prevent an unintended fire and explosion,
to stop a fire spreading and an explosion communicating, and to protect
people, property, explosives and other dangerous substances from
the effects of a fire or explosion, including any minimum distance to be
maintained between people, property, explosives and other dangerous
substances being manufactured, stored or transported and to any other
explosives being [tested, disposed of or used];

f)

the period to be allowed following a [test/disposal/use activity before an
approach is made to the [relevant distinguishing number, letter or name
of store building, or place on plan to licence];

g) how the [specific testing/disposal/use] activity will be segregated from
other activities or uses of on-site facilities and any controls necessary to
maintain that segregation;
h)

the tools and equipment (including personal protective equipment) to be
used while preparing for during, and following [specific testing/disposal/
use] activities undertaken at the [relevant distinguishing number, letter or
name of store building, or place on plan to licence];

i)

the method of disposal of any waste or debris arising out of the use of
the [relevant distinguishing number, letter or name of store building, or
place on plan to licence];
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j)

what state or condition the [relevant distinguishing number, letter or
name of store building, or place on plan to licence]and any plant or
equipment used during [specific testing/disposal/use] activities will be
left in at the end of the activity.
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